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The	entire	rights	of	the	content	found	in	this	book	are	reserved	with	the	publisher.	The	replication	or	republication	of	any	part	of	this	book	in	any	form,	or	by	any	mean,	electronic,	mechanical,	photocopied,	recorded,	scanned	or	otherwise,	is	strictly	prohibited	without	getting	the	consent	from	the	author	of	the	book.	Any	such	action	that	comes	to	the
notice	of	publisher	is	punishable	by	law.	Notes	to	the	Reader:	The	author	of	the	book	does	not	contradict	any	other	information	found	about	the	subject	of	this	book	on	any	other	source.	This	book	is	solely	for	educational	and	motivational	purposes	and	should	be	taken	as	such.	The	author	takes	no	responsibility	for	any	misappropriation	of	the	contents
stated	in	this	book	and	thus	cannot	and	will	not	be	held	liable	for	any	damages	incurred	because	of	it.	.	Although	every	precaution	has	been	taken,	the	author	assumes	no	liability	for	errors	or	omissions	While	the	author	of	this	book	has	made	utmost	efforts	to	obtain	updated	and	accurate	information	contained	herein,	the	author	or	the	publisher	of	the
book	cannot	be	held	liable	for	any	damage	or	loss	caused	by	the	content	of	this	book.	The	author	of	the	book	does	not	warranty	the	accuracy	of	the	contents	and	disclaim	all	warranties	with	respect	to	the	information	contained	herein,	its	accuracy	and	applications.	The	advice	presented	in	this	book	may	not	be	suitable	for	everyone.	This	book	is	not	a
substitute	for	professional	advice	or	practical	training	and	should	not	be	taken	as	such.	For	any	expert	assistance	and	guidance	is	needed,	then	professional	help	should	be	sought.	One	may	attend	the	practical	training	workshop	of	the	author.	The	author	of	the	book	does	not	endorse	any	person	of	whom	the	Memory	Power	quotations	have	been	used
in	this	book.	Neither	the	author	nor	publisher	of	the	book	takes	any	credits	for	the	cited	quotations.	This	book	contains	ideas,	opinions,	tips,	and	techniques	for	improving	learning	performance.	The	author	and	publisher	intend	to	provide	helpful	and	useful	material	on	the	subjects	addressed	in	this	book.	The	author	and	publisher	are	not	providing	you
with	medical,	health,	or	any	other	personal	professional	service.	You	should	seek	the	advice	of	your	medical	practitioner,	health	professional	or	other	relevant	competent	professional	before	trying	or	using	information	in	this	book.	It	is	your	responsibility	to	maintain	all	legal,	regulatory,	company,	and	other	applicable	requirements	while	using	(or
attempting	to	use)	any	of	the	material	in	this	book.	These	may	be	requirements	relevant	to	your	qualification,	the	activity	you	are	undertaking,	or	the	equipment	you	are	using.	You	agree	not	to	hold,	nor	attempt	to	hold	the	author,	publisher,	or	their	agents	liable	for	any	loss,	liability,	claim,	demand,	damage,	or	expense	(including	legal	fees)
whatsoever	in	connection	with	the	purchase,	use,	misuse	or	inability	to	use	this	material.	You	also	indemnify	the	author	and	publisher	from	the	actions	of	others	affected	by	your	activities.	This	includes	the	cases	where	the	author	or	publisher	has	omitted	information	or	included	misinformation.	Mastery	of	serious	skills	takes	time,	effort	and	a	proper
training	plan	with	a	coach.	You	cannot	ride	a	bicycle	without	the	proper	training	and	practice,	using	only	theoretical	knowledge.	In	like	manner,	you	cannot	read	the	information	from	this	book	and	suddenly	maximize	your	memory	instantly.	Individual	Results	may	vary.	Memory	Power	Jayasimha’s	Memory	Power	Contents	1.	2.	3.	4.	5.	6.	7.	8.	9.	10.	11.
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we	are	bombarded	with	information	from	countless	sources	around	us	relentlessly.	It’s	actually	a	wonder	that	we	ever	get	work	done,	do	something	creative	or	manage	to	remember	anything	meaningful.	As	soon	as	we	wake	up	and	sometimes	even	while	we	sleep	we	hear	mobiles	ringing,	mails/	face	book	messages	coming	in,	fax	machines	going	off,
televisions	blaring	and	computers	and	tablets	beeping.	It	seems	there	is	never	a	second	free	to	take	stock	of	our	daily	events.	One	of	the	main	reasons	I	find	this	book	a	gem	is	because	it	goes	a	long	way	in	assisting	us	to	set	priorities	in	our	life	and	take	a	stock	of	things	that	are	important	for	us.	In	a	sense,	this	book	gives	us	the	power	to	do	things
right	the	first	time	around	in	terms	of	planning,	organizing	and	saving	the	most	important	information	in	our	lives.	Furthermore,	this	book	teaches	us	that	it	is	possible	to	change	our	lives	through	increasing	our	memory.	All	that	is	required	is	to	spend	a	small	amount	of	time	each	day	over	the	exercises	given	in	this	book.	This	allows	us	to	organize	our
mind,	exercise	it	and	ensure	that	it	starts	thinking	along	a	certain	pattern.	I	found	the	experience	of	reading	this	book	humbling	as	I	realized	the	limitation	of	my	own	mind	and	how	important	it	is	to	constantly	stretch	and	expand	it.	Jayasimha’s	Memory	Power	book	is	aimed	at	equipping	the	reader	with	the	tools,	techniques	and	skills	required	to
remember	more,	faster,	for	long	and	with	least	effort	possible.	Be	it	students,	professional,	businessmen,	home-makers	or	elderly	everyone	feels	this	challenge.	The	challenge	of	not	being	able	to	retain	and	recall	something	that	they	saw,	heard,	read	or	experienced	in	near	past	or	long	back.	It	has	become	such	a	common	issue	that	Memory	is	taken
for	granted.	Creative	Memory	works	on	the	fundamental	laws	and	rules	of	memory.	It	goes	against	the	regular	practice	of	only	repeating	lots	of	text	and	writing	down	everything	that	needs	to	be	remembered.	Creative	Memory	is	highly	visual,	extremely	simple	to	use,	and	is	fun-oriented.	Many	of	the	techniques	mentioned	are	used	by	contestants	in
Indian	&	World	Memory	Championship.	And	it	does	not	require	you	to	be	any	genius	to	get	started.	Memory	Power	8	It	being	simple	brings	out	results	faster	so	much	so	that	you	could	easily	measure	the	improvements,	the	same	day.	It	being	visual	can	be	learnt	by	people	of	all	ages	with	least	effort.	It	involves	multi-sensory	exercises	and	activities
and	is	whole	brain	based.	Do	not	give	up	on	it,	yet.	You	have	the	key	to	unlock	the	mysteries	of	your	memory!	Practicing	the	Techniques	learnt	is	very	essential.	Merely,	reading	this	book	and	not	practicing	the	techniques	will	not	improve	Memory.	I	hope	you	enjoy	reading	and	learning	from	it	as	much	as	I	did.	V	Memory	Power	9	Chapter-1
IMPROVING	MEMORY	Memory	is	a	strange	thing	-	it	can	be	as	solid	as	words	carved	in	a	stone	or	it	can	be	fluid	and	changeable,	sometimes	dangerously	so.	It	is	also	one	of	the	most	essential	of	human	powers,	allowing	us	to	create	judgments,	make	decisions,	plan	and	yes,	even	dream.	Memory	is	simply	one	of	the	most	important	functions	of	the
brain.	However,	it	is	not	perfect.	It	can	be	manipulated,	edited	or	even	IMPROVED.	Yes	!	you	read	it	right.	We	all	can	improve	our	MEMORY	If	our	brains	were	computers,	we’d	simply	add	a	chip	to	upgrade	our	memory.	However,	the	human	brain	is	more	complex	than	even	the	most	advanced	machine,	so	improving	human	memory	requires	slightly
more	effort.	Just	like	muscular	strength,	your	ability	to	remember	increases	when	you	exercise	your	memory.	What	is	memory?	Simply	put,	memory	is	the	mental	activity	of	recalling	information	that	you	have	learned	or	experienced.	That	simple	definition,	though,	covers	a	complex	process	that	involves	many	different	parts	of	the	brain	and	serves	us
in	disparate	ways.	Memory	can	be	short-term	or	long-term.	In	short-term	memory,	your	mind	stores	information	for	a	few	seconds	or	a	few	minutes:	the	time	it	takes	you	to	dial	a	phone	number	you	just	looked	up	or	to	compare	the	prices	of	several	items	in	a	store.	Such	memory	is	fragile,	and	it’s	meant	to	be;	your	brain	would	soon	read	“disk	full”	if
you	retained	every	phone	number	you	called,	every	dish	you	ordered	in	a	restaurant,	and	the	subject	of	every	ad	you	watched	on	TV.	Your	brain	is	also	meant	to	hold	an	average	of	seven	items,	which	is	why	you	can	usually	remember	a	new	phone	number	for	a	few	minutes	but	need	your	credit	card	in	front	of	you	when	you’re	buying	something	online.
Long-term	memory	involves	the	information	you	make	an	effort	(conscious	or	unconscious)	to	retain,	because	it’s	personally	meaningful	to	you	(for	Memory	Power	10	example,	data	about	family	and	friends);	you	need	it	(such	as	job	procedures	or	material	you’re	studying	for	a	test);	or	it	made	an	emotional	impression	(a	movie	of	your	favorite	hero
that	had	really	enjoyed,	the	first	time	you	ever	caught	a	fish,	the	day	your	uncle	died).	Some	information	that	you	store	in	long-term	memory	requires	a	conscious	effort	to	recall:	episodic	memories,	which	are	personal	memories	about	experiences	you’ve	had	at	specific	times;	and	semantic	memories	(factual	data	not	bound	to	time	or	place),	which	can
be	everything	from	the	names	of	the	planets	to	the	color	of	your	child’s	hair.	Another	type	of	long-term	memory	is	procedural	memory,	which	involves	skills	and	routines	you	perform	so	often	that	they	don’t	require	conscious	recall.	Certain	areas	of	the	brain	are	especially	important	in	the	formation	and	retention	of	memory:	The	hippocampus,	a
primitive	structure	deep	in	the	brain,	plays	the	single	largest	role	in	processing	information	as	memory.	The	amygdala,	an	almond-shaped	area	near	the	hippocampus,	processes	emotion	and	helps	imprint	memories	that	involve	emotion.	The	cerebral	cortex,	the	outer	layer	of	the	brain,	stores	most	longterm	memory	in	different	zones,	depending	on
what	kind	of	processing	the	information	involves:	language,	sensory	input,	problem-solving,	and	so	forth.	In	addition,	memory	involves	communication	among	the	brain’s	network	of	neurons,	millions	of	cells	activated	by	brain	chemicals	called	neurotransmitters.	Memory	Power	11	Stages	of	memory	foundation	and	maintenance	There	are	three	stages
that	the	brain	goes	through	in	forming	and	retaining	memories.	Stages	of	Memory	Foundation	and	Maintenance	Acquisition	Consolidation	Retrieval	New	information	enters	your	brain	along	pathways	between	neurons	in	the	appropriate	area	of	the	brain.	The	key	to	encoding	information	into	your	memory	is	concentration;	unless	you	focus	on
information	intently,	it	goes	“in	one	ear	and	out	the	other.”	This	is	why	teac	hers	are	always	nagging	students	to	pay	attention!	If	you’ve	concentrated	well	enough	to	encode	new	information	in	your	brain,	the	hippocampus	sends	a	signal	to	store	the	information	as	longterm	memory.	This	happens	more	easily	if	it’s	related	to	something	you	already
know,	or	if	it	stimulates	an	emotional	response.	When	you	need	to	recall	information,	your	brain	has	to	activate	the	same	pattern	of	ner	ve	cells	it	used	to	store	it.	The	more	frequently	you	need	the	information,	the	easier	it	is	to	retrieve	it	along	healthy	nerve	V	Memory	Power	12	Chapter-2	PRINCIPLES	OF	MEMORY	The	three	fundamental	principles
underlying	the	use	of	Memory	are	:	•	Association	•	Imagination	•	Location	Working	together,	these	principles	can	be	used	to	generate	powerful	memory.	Association	Technique	:	Association	is	the	method	by	which	you	link	a	thing	to	be	remembered	with	something	personal.	You	can	remember	any	new	information	if	you	associate	it	to	something	you
already	know	or	remember.	What	you	need	to	remember	is	that	things	can	be	associated	by	:	Being	placed	on	top	of	the	associated	object	Crashing	or	penetrating	into	each	other	Wrapped	around	each	other	Having	some	colour,	smell,	shape	or	feeling	Merging	together	Rotating	around	each	other	or	dancing	together	Remember	the	following	objects
in	relation	to	each	other.	Elephant	-	Telephone	Butterfly	-	School	Peanut	-	Bird	Memory	Power	13	Aeroplane	-	Fridge	Bike	-	Fire	Tiger	-	Kite	Fan	-	River	Apple	-	Tree	Pen	-	Chair	Whenever	you	are	supposed	to	remember	objects	with	respect	to	each	other,	we	have	associate	Elephant	is	talking	by	using	a	Telephone,	Butterfly	is	going	to	school,	Peanuts
are	being	eaten	by	a	bird,	Aeroplane	is	carrying	some	Fridges.	We	need	to	visualize	these	pictures	in	our	brain,	Enlarge	their	size,	Imagine	the	Picture	and	bring	the	picture	in	front	of	eyes.	V	Memory	Power	14	Chapter-3	BASIC	ASSOCIATION	THEORY	Let	us	begin	with	a	game	to	stimulate	your	mind.	First,	clear	your	mind	and	pick	a	number
between	one	and	ten.	Next,	multiply	that	chosen	number	by	nine.	You	should	now	have	a	new	number.	Take	the	digits	in	the	new	number	and	add	them.	For	example,	if	your	new	number	is	27,	add	one	plus	two.	Now,	take	that	new	number	and	subtract	five	from	it.	Assign	that	number	a	letter	of	the	alphabet	so	if	it’s	one	is	A,	two	is	B,	three	is	C,	four
is	D,	five	is	E,	six	is	F.	Think	of	a	country	that	starts	with	that	letter	you	picked.	Now	go	to	the	second	letter	in	the	name	of	that	country	and	think	of	an	animal	that	starts	with	that	letter.	Pick	a	color	for	that	animal	that	starts	with	that	letter.	Now,	how	many	of	you	in	here	are	thinking	of	an	Elephant	from	Denmark?	Did	I	just	read	your	mind?	Hardly,	I
just	played	a	simple	game	with	you;	regardless	of	the	number	chosen,	most	people	end	up	with	Denmark.	I	wanted	to	play	this	game	with	you	for	two	reasons.	I	wanted	to	stimulate	your	mind	before	we	dive	in	to	this	section	and	I	wanted	to	show	you	that	learning	this	system	can	be	fun.	I	am	now	going	to	give	you	a	list	of	twenty	items	and	you	are
going	to	try	and	RECALL	them.	I	want	you	to	memorize	this	list	in	this	EXACT	order.	The	only	rule	is	to	go	through	this	list	ONCE	and	spend	NO	MORE	than	five	to	seven	seconds	on	each	item.	Sit	back,	relax,	clear	your	mind	of	all	thoughts	and	remember,	don’t	write	this	down.	1.	Pencil	2.	Sink	3.	Circus	4.	Track	5.	Star	Memory	Power	15	6.	Bullet	7.
Dice	8.	Hourglass	9.	Baseball	10.	Fingers	11.	Goal	Post	12.	Eggs	13.	Flag	14.	Necklace	15.	PayCheck	16.	Car	17.	Maazine	18.	Solider	19.	Golf	Clubs	20.	Shot	Gun	Now,	get	a	sheet	of	paper	and	write	down	how	many	items	you	recall.	How	did	you	do?	Did	you	get	all	twenty?	Probably	not.	Most	people	manage	to	remember	between	three	and	five	items.
If	you	got	six	or	more.	That’s	great!	More	than	10	items,	is	definitely	above	average!	The	above	exercise	has	three	applications:	First,	it	is	simply	a	memory	test	to	provide	us	a	starting	point	to	give	us	a	reference.	Second,	every	item	on	the	list	can	actually	be	associated	with	a	number.	Third,	the	list	above	is	provided	to	help	you	start	the	process	of
association,	which	is	the	equivalent	of	the	first	step	in	memory	training.	Memory	Power	16	The	list	provided	below	is	an	example	of	basic	association.	Let	me	show	you	what	I	mean.		Number	one	is	a	pencil.	Number	one	looks	like	a	pencil.		Number	two	is	a	sink.	A	sink	has	2	knobs,	2	options	on	and	off,	or	hot	and	cold.		Number	three	is	a	circus.	A	3-
ring	circus		Number	four	is	a	track.	Four	lanes	in	a	track,	four	times	around	is	a	mile.	4	minute	mile?		Number	five	is	a	star.	A	star	has	five	points,	that’s	a	good	association.		Number	six	is	a	bullet.	If	shot	by	a	bullet,	you	are	six	feet	under,	right?	Six	bullets	in	a	chamber	and	a	six	shooter		Number	seven	is	a	dice.	The	opposite	sides	of	dice	always	add
up	to	seven.		Number	8	is	hourglass,	and	eight	looks	like	an	hourglass	shape		Number	9	is	baseball.	There	are	nine	innings,	nine	players	on	a	team.		Number	10	is	fingers.	We	have	ten	fingers	and	ten	toes,	so	ten	is	fingers.		Number	11	is	a	goal	post.	There	are	11	players	on	each	football	team.		Number	12	is	eggs.	A	dozen	of	eggs,	that	one	is	easy.	
Number	13	is	a	flag.	What	do	you	think	of	the	original	13	colonies?		Number	14	is	a	necklace.	Fourteen	carat	gold,	Valentine’s	Day	is	a	February	14th.	Memory	Power	17		Number	15	is	paycheck.	A	lot	of	people	get	paid	on	the	1st	and	15th	right?		Number	16	is	a	car.	When	you	have	turned	16,	you	were	gifted	with	a	car		Number	17	is	a	magazine.
Now,	some	of	you	men	may	not	know	that	there	is	a	magazine	for	teenage	girls	called	Seventeen.		Number	18	is	a	soldier.	When	someone	is	eligible	to	become	a	soldier.		Number	19	is	golf	clubs.	How	many	holes	are	on	a	golf	club?	Eighteen.	The	19th	hole	is	where	you	go	to	relax	have	a	drink.		Number	20	is	a	shotgun.	A	20-gauge	shotgun.	This	list
was	created	using	the	first	level	of	memory	training	called	association.	It	works.	Seldom,	we	associated	nine	with	baseball	with	nine	innings	and	nine	players.	If	number	three	was	baseball,	that	wouldn’t	work,	would	it?	Basic	association	does	play	a	significant	role	in	memory	training	and	it’s	important	to	understand.	What	was	number	two?	Two
knobs,	the	pipes	look	like	a	two,	hot	and	cold.	Sink,	right?	Now	I	want	you	to	get	a	vivid	picture	in	your	mind	of	sink.	Perhaps,	it	could	be	the	sink	in	your	kitchen	or	bathroom.	What	is	important	is	to	get	a	clear	picture	in	your	mind.	Your	mind	thinks	in	pictures.	Now	I	want	you	to	think	of	anything	but	a	dog.	What	happened?	You	thought	of	a	dog.
Didn’t	you?	What	that	illustrates	is	your	mind	thinks	in	pictures.	You	don’t	see	the	word	dog	spelled	out,	you	actually	see	a	dog.	Your	eye	is	the	strongest	part	of	the	memory.	That’s	why	when	you	see	a	person,	you	recognize	their	face	but	not	their	name.	Since	we	know	that,	we	recall	what	we	see	longer	than	what	we	simply	hear,	remember	to
actually	visualize	these	item	and	make	the	pictures	larger	than	life.	Memory	Power	18		What	was	7?	It	was	dice.	Remember,	visualize	huge	dice.		What	was	12?	Eggs.	A	dozen	of	eggs.	Visualize	12	eggs.	Maybe	when	they	are	on	the	floor,	and	you	are	breaking	them.		What	was	5?	It	has	five	points.	Star.	Good.	Get	a	clear	picture	of	a	star	with	five
points.		What	was	10?	Ten	fingers,	ten	toes,	holding	onto	a	ten	dollar	bill.		What	was	14?	Fourteen	carat	gold,	Valentine’s	Day.	Get	a	good	picture	of	necklace.		What	was	17?	A	Magazine.		What	was	8?	An	Hourglass.		What	was	11?	Goal	posts.		How	about	4?	That	was	four	tracks.	Four	lanes,	four	laps.		Do	you	remember	13?	Thirteen	stars,	13	stripes?	
What	about	15?	Paycheck.	I	bet	you	can’t	forget	that.		What	was	1?	Pencil.	A	pencil	is	a	straight	line	like	a	number	one.		What	about	18?	Soldier.	Eighteen	to	join	the	military.		20?	Shotgun.	Twenty-gauge	shotgun.		What	about	19?	Golf	clubs.	Remember	the	19th	hole?		What	about	16?	That’s	car,	at	16,	you	got	a	car	as	a	gift		What	was	number	two?	It
was	sink.		Number	6,	bullet,	number	9,	baseball	Memory	Power	19	It’s	time	to	write	down	this	list	one	more	time.	Don’t	spend	more	than	four	or	five	minutes	on	it.	How	did	you	do?	Better	than	the	first	time?	Remember,	they	have	to	be	in	the	correct	order.	What	we	did	was	an	exercise	in	basic	association.	Did	you	get	all	20?	If	so,	great!	Most	people
would	get	15	or	more.	Remember	your	mind	remembers	in	pictures	not	words.	Make	an	effort	to	actually	visualize	everything	you	are	attempting	to	recall.	Make	your	pictures	-	the	bigger,	the	better.	This	is	called	basic	Association	Method.	V	Memory	Power	20	Chapter-4	VISUALISATION	METHOD	The	only	memory	method	that	I	knew	as	a	child	was
Acronym	method.	Acronym	is	a	series	of	letters	created	using	the	first	letter	of	each	word.	IBM	is	an	acronym	for	International	Business	Machines.	AT&T	is	an	acronym	for	American	Telephone	and	Telegraph.	When	I	was	in	high	school,	my	science	teacher	told	me	that	I	could	learn	the	colors	of	the	rainbow	in	the	correct	order	by	remembering	the
name	VIBGYOR.	V-Violet,	I	–	Indigo,	B-Blue,	G-Green,	Y	–	Yellow,	O-Orange,	R	–	Red.	Another	acronym	I	learned	in	school	was	an	easy	way	to	remember	the	Great	Lakes	of	USA.	It	is	called	H.O.M.E.S.	H	for	Huron,	O	for	Ontario,	M	for	Michigan,	E	for	Erie	and	S	for	Superior.	Can	acronyms	be	used	for	everything?	No.	Are	there	more	advanced	ways	to
retain	information?	Yes.	Every	level	of	memory	training	is	important,	and	you	never	know	when	an	acronym	can	be	used	Have	you	ever	heard	how	a	bamboo	tree	grows?	You	water	it	every	day	for	five	years	and	see	nothing.	And	in	the	fifth	year,	it	will	grow	several	feet	in	a	few	weeks.	Did	it	grow	in	a	few	weeks	or	five	years?	It	grew	in	five	years.	We
didn’t	see	the	growth	outside	earlier	as	the	tree	was	growing	its	roots	deep	inside.	Your	memory	is	the	same	way.	Initially,	we	have	to	put	in	lot	of	effort	in	learning	memory	techniques,	but	the	results	will	be	seen	in	few	weeks	later	because	of	the	work	we	put	in.	Acronyms	and	links	are	in	this	‘‘watering’’	stage.	A	link	is	a	method	of	recalling
information	by	telling	a	story.	Many	ancient	books,	such	as	the	Bible,	were	passed	down	from	one	generation	to	the	next	in	this	way.	A	link	is	simply	linking	one	thought	to	the	next.	Here	is	a	list	of	16	items.	If	I	ask	you	to	memorize	it	using	basic	association,	it	would	not	work.	For	example,	number	one	is	Mountain,	two	is	ice,	three	is	tree	and	four	is
bike.	What	do	these	items	have	in	common	with	the	number	they	are	with?	Memory	Power	21	Nothing.	So,	in	this	case,	basic	association	would	not	work.	The	next	level	is	the	chain	of	association	or	the	link.	Sit	back,	relax	and	enjoy	this	story.	I	want	you	to	focus	on	seeing	the	images	in	this	story	very	clearly,	vividly	and	powerfully.	Mountain	has	ice
on	the	top	and	trees	on	the	side.	Coming	down	the	mountain	is	a	bike	ridden	by	Shah	Rukh	Khan.	He	has	a	glass	of	water	in	one	hand	and	a	sword	in	the	other.	At	the	bottom	of	the	mountain,	he	crashes	into	a	TV	set	and	lands	on	a	bed.	He	bounces	off	the	bed	onto	a	guitar,	and	bounces	off	the	guitar	into	a	ship.	The	ship	lands	in	Delhi	and	Pranab
Mukherjee	is	waiting	for	him.	He	has	on	a	brown	hat,	black	boots;	he	hands	him	a	cheque	for	Rs	1,00,000	and	the	keys	to	a	brand	new	BMW	Car.	Shah	Rukh	Khan	drives	his	BMW	Car	back	to	the	mountain.	Now,	we’re	going	to	do	this	one	more	time.	The	difference	is	I	want	you	to	repeat	the	items	out	loud.	By	the	way,	if	you	move	your	hands	and	use
body	language,	you’ll	have	reinforced	the	pictures	in	your	mind.	So,	here	we	go.	Mountain	has	ice	on	the	top	and	trees	on	the	side.	Coming	down	the	mountain	is	a	bike	driven	by	a	Shah	Rukh	Khan.	He	has	a	glass	of	water	in	one	hand	and	a	sword	in	the	other.	REPEAT	WITH	ME:	He	has	a	glass	of	water	in	one	hand	and	a	sword	in	the	other.	At	the
bottom	of	the	mountain,	he	crashes	into	a	TV	set.	REPEAT	WITH	ME:	At	the	bottom	of	the	mountain,	he	crashes	into	a	TV	set.	He	lands	on	a	bed,	bounces	on	a	guitar,	and	bounces	off	the	guitar	into	a	ship.	REPEAT	WITH	ME:	He	lands	on	a	bed,	bounces	on	a	guitar,	and	bounces	off	the	guitar	into	a	ship.	The	ship	lands	in	Delhi	and	Pranab	Mukherjee
is	waiting	for	him.	Memory	Power	22	REPEAT	WITH	ME:	The	ship	lands	in	Delhi	and	Pranab	Mukherjee	is	waiting	for	him.	He	has	on	a	brown	hat	and	black	boots.	REPEAT	WITH	ME:	He	has	a	brown	hat	and	black	boots.	He	hands	him	a	check	for	Rs	1,00,000	and	the	keys	to	a	BMW	Car.	REPEAT	WITH	ME:	He	hands	him	a	cheque	for	Rs	1,00,000	and
the	keys	to	a	brand	new	BMW	Car.	Shah	Rukh	Khan	then	drives	the	BMW	Car	back	to	the	Mountain.	REPEAT	WITH	ME:	He	then	drives	the	BMW	Car	back	to	the	Mountain.	Did	you	use	body	language	with	it?	I	always	do.	I	hold	out	my	hands	like	I’m	holding	a	glass	of	water	and	a	shoe.	I	bounce	like	I’m	on	the	guitar	and	I	act	like	I’m	Pranab
Mukherjee,	and	I	stick	out	my	hands	like	they	have	keys	and	Rs	1,00,000	in	them.	Let’s	do	this	one	more	time.	Here	we	go.	Focus	on	the	story:	Mountain	has	ice	on	the	top	and	trees	on	the	side.	REPEAT	WITH	ME:	Mountain	has	ice	on	the	top	and	trees	on	the	side.	Coming	down	the	mountain	is	a	bike	driven	by	Shah	Rukh	Khan.	REPEAT	WITH	ME:
Coming	down	the	mountain	is	a	bike	driven	by	Shah	Rukh	Khan.	He	has	a	glass	of	water	in	one	hand	and	a	sword	in	the	other.	REPEAT	WITH	ME:	He	has	a	glass	of	water	in	one	hand	and	a	sword	in	the	other.	At	the	bottom	of	the	mountain,	he	crashes	into	a	TV	set.	Memory	Power	23	REPEAT	WITH	ME:	At	the	bottom	of	the	mountain,	he	crashes	into
a	TV	set.	He	lands	on	a	bed,	bounces	to	a	guitar,	and	bounces	off	the	guitar	into	a	ship.	REPEAT	WITH	ME:	He	lands	on	a	bed,	bounces	to	a	guitar,	and	then	bounces	off	the	guitar	into	a	ship.	The	ship	lands	in	Delhi	and	Pranab	Mukherjee	is	waiting	for	him.	REPEAT	WITH	ME:	The	ship	lands	in	Delhi	and	Pranab	Mukherjee	is	waiting	for	him.	He	has	a
brown	hat	and	black	boots.	Repeat	with	me,	he	has	a	brown	hat	and	black	boots.	He	hands	him	a	cheque	for	Rs	1,00,000	and	the	keys	to	a	brand	new	BMW	Car.	REPEAT	WITH	ME:	He	hands	him	a	cheque	for	Rs	1,00,000	and	the	keys	to	a	brand	new	BMW	Car.	He	then	drives	the	Car	back	to	Mountain.	Repeat	with	me,	he	then	drives	the	Car	back	to
Mountain.	Now	it	is	time	to	see	how	many	that	you	recalled.	Now,	on	a	sheet	of	paper	write	down	all	the	items	in	this	list.	Don’t	write	out	the	story,	instead,	simply	write	each	noun	in	the	story.	For	example,	Mountain	will	be	the	first	item	on	the	list.	Set	the	book	aside	now	and	write	down	the	items	there	are	16	items.	Do	not	spend	more	than	four	to
five	minutes	on	this	exercise.	After	you	done	come	back	and	check	your	answers.	ANSWERS:	1-	Mountain	2	–	Bike	3	–	Shah	Rukh	Khan	4	-	glass	of	water	5	–	Sword	6	–	TV	set	7	–	Bed	8	–	Guitar	9	–	Ship	10	–	Delhi	Memory	Power	24	11	–	Pranab	Mukherjee	12	–	Brown	hat	13	–	Black	boots	14	–	Cheque	for	Rs	1,00,000	15	–	Keys	to	a	brand	new	BMW	Car,
and	16	–	Mountain	Using	Visualisation	Effectively	When	you	are	creating	an	image	or	story	to	remember	a	word	/	object,	the	following	things	can	be	used	to	make	the	picture	more	memorable.		Use	positive	pleasant	images.	The	brain	often	blocks	out	unpleasant	ones.		Exaggerate	the	size	of	important	parts	of	the	image.		Use	humour!	Funny	or
peculiar	things	are	easier	to	remember	than	normal	ones.		Similarly	rude	or	sexual	images	are	difficult	to	forget	!		Symbols	(	e.g.	red	traffic	lights,	pointing	fingers	etc.,)	can	be	used.		Use	all	the	senses	to	code	information	or	dress	up	an	image.	Remember	that	your	image	can	contain	sounds,	smells,	tastes,	touch,	movements	and	feelings.		Vivid,
colourful	images	are	easier	to	remember	than	drab	ones.		Have	distinct	back	grounds	of	these	places.	This	will	help	maintain	similar	images	distinct	and	without	confusion.		Bringing	three	dimensions	and	movements	and	movement	to	an	image	makes	it	more	vivid.	Movement	can	be	used	either	to	maintain	the	flow	of	association,	or	can	help	to
remember	actions.	The	important	thing	is	that	the	object	should	clearly	relate	to	the	thing	being	remembered,	and	that	it	should	be	vivid	enough	to	be	clearly	recalled	whenever	you	think	about	it.	Memory	Power	25	Exercise	:	Can	you	memorise	the	following	keeping	in	the	above	in	mind	:	Phone,	Cup-board,	Book,	TV	Set,	Cup,	Plate,	Dog,	Fridge,	Can,
Helmet,	Wall	paper,	Leaves,	Sweater,	Suitcase,	Cake,	Lemon,	Bicycle,	Hand	kerchief,	Tea,	Program,	Tape	Recorder,	Tap,	Wall	Socket,	Window	Pane,	Sugar.	V	Memory	Power	26	Chapter-5	ANCIENT	MEMORY	METHODS	The	sages	and	yogis	of	our	country	were	known	to	possess	great	control	over	the	mind	and	were	able	to	perform	amazing	feats
through	mind	control.	The	path	to	mind	control	is	through	deep	concentration	and	meditation.	If	we	want	to	harness	energies	of	our	mind,	we	have	to	practice	meditation.	The	world	has	awakened	to	this	fact	and	more	and	more	people,	the	world	over,	are	taking	to	mediation	to	keep	the	body	as	well	as	mind	in	a	healthy	state.	When	we	have	healthy
mind,	then	we	can	have	healthy	memory.	During	olden	times,	we	never	had	any	devices	or	equipment	or	books	to	store	and	transfer	the	knowledge.	Slowly,	the	books	came	and	other	technical	tools	followed	to	help	us	in	this	regards.	Radio	entertained	us	over	the	years,	especially	during	its	golden	era	between	1970s	and	1980s.	I	am	a	huge	Cricket
fan.	I	can	remember	listening	to	the	Cricket	matches	on	the	radio	when	I	was	a	teenager	I	can	also	remember	the	pictures	I	created	in	my	head	to	visualize	the	cricket	match,	players	and	the	crowd.	Imagine	a	lemon	sitting	on	the	table	in	front	of	you.	It	is	the	size	of	a	grapefruit.	Take	your	right	hand	and	visualize	yourself	cutting	the	lemon	in	half.	Do
you	see	the	juices	flowing	on	the	tablecloth?	Sitting	on	the	table	is	two	halves	of	the	lemon.	Pick	up	one	of	the	lemon	halves	and	hold	it	up	to	your	nose.	Do	you	smell	the	lemon?	Now,	with	the	hand	holding	the	lemon	against	your	mouth,	open	your	mouth	imagine	pulp	of	that	lemon	in	your	mouth.	Bite	down	on	the	lemon	and	let	the	juices	drip	down
your	throat.	Did	you	salivate?	Did	your	face	squish	up	into	a	bitter	expression?	Why	did	you	make	those	expressions?	What	provoked	them?	Your	mind	thinks	in	pictures	and	often	it	cannot	tell	the	difference	between	an	actual	or	mental	picture.	Athletes	visualize	their	golf	swings,	batting	swings,	or	catching	footballs	long	before	they	actually	do	those
things.	If	the	visualization	is	strong	enough,	then	you	are	conditioning	your	mind	for	success.	Remember	the	Loci	system	of	memorising?	The	Romans	developed	places	in	their	minds	where	they	would	store	information	rather	like	a	filing	system.	Memory	Power	27	Here’s	a	modern	day	example.	Most	of	us	use	computers	in	some	fashion.	When	you
have	information	you	wish	to	keep,	what	do	you	do?	You	store	it	on	a	disk,	a	CD,	print	it	and	file	it.	Let’s	say	a	hacker	got	into	your	computer	and	deleted	all	the	directories,	files	and	program	titles.	Everything	was	still	in	your	computer	hard	drive,	but	not	labeled.	The	information	would	still	be	in	there,	but	finding	it	was	a	problem.	The	analogy	is	this:
everything	you	have	ever	seen,	heard,	or	done	is	still	in	your	memory.	Accessing	and	retrieving	it	is	the	difficulty.	The	system	the	Romans	developed,	allows	you	to	create	files	and	directories	in	your	mind	and	store	information	in	those	files.	The	Romans	discovered	that	you	need	five	things	to	recall	anything:	numbers,	poems,	scripture,	dates,
presentations	or	names.	The	items	are	the	same	for	your	computer	uses:	focus,	location,	code,	action	and	review.	Here	are	some	questions	about	the	town	that	you	live	in.	Can	you	visualize	the	school?	What	about	the	fire	department,	your	home,	the	police	station,	the	public	swimming	pool,	a	river,	the	park,	a	hotel,	a	car	dealership	or	a	restaurant.
Can	you	visualize	them?	These	are	what	the	Romans	called	files.	The	Romans	would	start	at	the	north	end	of	their	town	and	then	chose	an	item	like	a	park,	or	a	river,	or	a	stadium,	or	a	tree,	or	an	object	that	stood	out,	and	that	would	be	their	first	file.	As	they	moved	south	through	the	town,	they	would	choose	items	in	a	very	systematic	north	to	south
method	until	they	had	maybe	25	or	30	files.	What	you	need	to	do	is	visualize	your	town	from	a	bird’s	eye	view.	The	top	of	the	page	is	the	North,	and	pick	ten	items	that	you	can	use	as	files.	Remember,	good	files	are	buildings,	restaurants,	schools,	houses	or	a	petrol	bunks.	Work	north	to	south	or	east	to	west,	or	even	clockwise,	to	make	it	logical.	Once
again,	pick	ten	files	in	your	city;	write	them	down	and	memorize	them!	How	did	you	do?	Did	you	zip	through	it?	You	have	just	created	your	first	ten	files.	I’m	going	to	give	you	ten	pictures	and	we	are	going	to	file	them	to	you	ten	city	files.	Memory	Power	28	First	let	me	ask	you	a	few	questions.	Can	you	remember	every	time	you’ve	gotten	in	a	car	and
driven	somewhere?	No?	But	I	bet	you	can	tell	me	the	time	when	your	car	collided	with	someone	else’s.	You	could	probably	tell	me	the	time	of	day,	location	and	what	you	were	driving.	That	picture	was	vivid	and	it	had	emotions	tied	to	it.	I	bet	you	can’t	tell	me	every	time	you	went	to	a	movie	or	had	dinner	with	someone,	but	what	about	that	first	date	or
break	up?	Those	are	things	that	have	emotions	tied	to	them	and	remain	in	our	memories.	So,	we	use	the	action	to	create	the	vivid	picture	with	the	emotion	tied	to	it.	By	now	your	city	files	need	to	be	driven	into	your	memory	and	you	need	to	know	them	forwards	and	backwards.	Below	you	will	find	a	list	of	ten	words.	Using	the	city	files	that	you	created
place	each	of	these	objects	mentally	on	your	location	and	visualize	it	with	action.	If	the	first	word	you	memorize	is	water	then	see	a	giant	glass	of	water.	Remember	the	more	vivid	and	larger	than	life	your	image	the	better	you	will	recall	it.	Scan	through	the	list	as	quickly	as	possible	and	use	your	locations	on	your	city	files,	imagine	larger	than	life
images:	1.	Photo	album	2.	Alkaa	3.	Horizon	4.	Hurricane	5.	Call	Funny	6.	The	Colour	red	7.	Connection	8.	Delhi	wala	9.	Floor	10.	George	Washington	Now	write	down	the	ten	pictures	to	test	your	recall.	Don’t	write	the	file	or	Memory	Power	29	the	action	down,	just	the	picture.	Don’t	get	stuck	on	any	one	item	you	can	always	come	back	to	it.	Ask
yourself	what	was	your	file	and	you	should	be	able	to	retrieve	the	picture.	How	did	you	fare?	Did	you	score	a	ten?	First	ten	states	in	alphabetical	order:	1.	Albama	2.	Alaska	3.	Arizona	4.	Arkansas	5.	California	6.	Colorado	7.	Connecticut	8.	Delaware	9.	Florida	10.	Georgia	How	many	did	you	get	right?	If	you	got	nine	or	ten,	pat	yourself	on	the	back.	If
you	got	eight	or	less	it	can	be	either	because	you	did	not	know	your	file,	or	your	picture	wasn’t	vivid	enough.	Make	sure	that	you	know	your	files	by	heart	and	that	the	pictures	created	are	vivid.	We	turned	ten	abstract	words	into	pictures,	and	filed	them	to	our	files.	Would	you	believe	me	that	if	I	just	told	you	that	I	learned	the	first	ten	states	of	the
United	States	in	alphabetical	order?	Let’s	see	how	this	was	done.		Number	one	-	photo	album.	The	first	state	is	Alabama.	A	photo	album	for	Alabama.		Number	two	Alkaa.	Name	of	a	girl	sounds	like	Alaska.		Number	three	–	Horizon.	It	sounds	like	Arizona.		Number	four	-	Hurricane.	Almost	too	easy.	Arkansas.	Memory	Power	30		Number	five	–	Call
Funny.	Rhyming	like	California.		Number	six	-	the	color	red.	Colorado?		Number	seven	-	connection.	Easily	we	can	recall	...	Connecticut.		Number	eight	–	Delhi	wala.	Sounds	like	Delaware.		Number	nine	-	Floor.	Floor	and	Florida,	easily	we	can	recall.		Number	ten	-	George.	How	about	Georgia?	Did	you	think	it	was	going	to	be	that	easy?	You	have
learned	quite	a	bit	in	this	chapter.	Try	and	Memorise	all	the	State	of	USA	:		Alabama,	Alaska,	Arizona,	Aransas,	California		Colorado,	Connecticut,	Delaware,	Florida,	George		Hawaii,	Idaho,	Illinois,	Indiana,	Iowa		Kansas,	Kentucky,	Louisiana,	Maine,	Maryland		Massachusetts,	Michigan,	Minnesota,	Mississippi,	Missouri		Montana,	Nebraska,	Nevada,
New	Hampshire,	New	Jersey		New	Mexico,	New	York,	North	Carolina,	North	Dakota,	Ohio		Oklahoma,	Oregon,	Pennsylvania,	Rhode	Island,	South	Carolina		South	Dakota,	Tennessee,	Texas,	Utah,	Vermont,		Virginia,	Washington,	West	Virginia,	Wisconsin,	Wyoming	Memory	Power	31	We	have	already	learnt	10	states	further	images	from	11	to	50:	
Hawaii	–	Hawaa		Idaho	–	Idiot		Illinois	–	Iliana		Indiana	–	India		Iowa	–	Ayyo		Kansas	–	Kansa	(Uncle	of	Lord	Krishna)		Kentucky	–	KFC	Chicken		Louisiana	–	Loose		Maine	–	Maine	Pyar	Kiya	(Hindi)		Mary	Land	–	Mary	Land		Massachusetts	-	Mask,	Chest		Michigan	–	Michael	Jackson		Minnesota	–	Minor		Mississippi	–	Miss	(Teacher)		Missouri	–	Mysore	
Montana	–	Antenna		Nebraska	–	New	Bracket		Nevada	–	Never		New	Hampshire	–	New	Hump	Shahar		New	Jersey	–	New	Jersey	Memory	Power	32		New	Mexico	–	New	Mixi		New	York	–	New	year		North	Carolina	–	North	–	Car		North	Dakota	–	North	Dakota	(	Name	of	Indian	Air	Force	Plane)		Ohio	–	Ayyo		Oklahoma	–	Akale	–	Home		Oregon	–	Orange	
Pennsylvania	–	Pen	–	Veena		Rhode	Island	–	Johnty	Rhodes	or	Rod		South	Carolina	–	South	Car		South	Dakota	–	South	Dakota		Tennessee	–	Tennis		Texas	–	Text	book		Utah	–	Utter		Vermont	–	Permanent		Virginia	–	Virgin		Washington	–	Washing	one	ton		West	Virginia	–	West	Virgin		Wisconsin	–	Wise	Cousin		Wyoming	–	I	am	wrong	Now,	we	have
memorised	all	the	50	states	of	USA.	What	a	great	achievement	!	Memory	Power	33	Memory	Exercise	Can	you	memorise	the	following:	1.	Washing	Machine	2.	A	Dam	3.	Chef	cooking	the	sun	4.	Medicine	5.	Man	in	a	row	boat	6.	A	Dam	and	Cue	Balls	7.	Car	jack	8.	Van	on	fire	9.	Hair	10.	Tie	11.	Polka	dots	12.	Tailor	13.	Filling	up	a	glass	more	14.	Earring
15.	Blue	Cannon	16.	Beard	17.	Ants	drawing	18.	College	Campus	19.	Fog	mist	or	Haze	20.	Garfield	the	cat	Memory	Power	34	21.	Author	22.	City	of	Cleveland	23.	Benji	the	Walt	Disney	Dog	24.	City	of	Cleveland	25.	Mount	McKinnely	(in	Alaska)	26.	Roses	27.	Raft	28.	Wilson	tennis	ball	29.	Hard	surface	30.	Cooler	31.	Vacuum	cleaner	32.	Roses	33.	Man
telling	truth	34.	Eyeball	35.	Ken	doll	(Barbie	and	Barbie)	36.	Airplane	‘‘landing’’	37.	Gate	with	water	rushing	through	it	38.	Ford	truck	39.	Peanut	Butter	40.	Jelly	Beans	41.	Bushes	42.	Lint	Memory	Power	35	43.	Bushes	44.	Bahamas	There	you	have	it.	Now	number	1-44	and	see	how	many	words	that	you	recall.	Remember	the	answer	doesn’t	come	to
mind	right	away	skip	it	and	continue.	Don’t	get	slowed	down	with	the	ones	that	you	don’t	recall.	Finish	the	ones	that	you	do	know	and	then	return	to	the	ones	that	you	initially	missed.	So	what	do	you	think	we	just	memorized?	Well,	we	were	talking	about	names	so	if	you	guessed	44	names	then	you	are	correct!	But	let’s	take	it	one	step	further,	these
are	important	names!	They	are	the	names	of	the	44	Presidents	of	The	United	States!	Here	are	the	answers:	1.	Washing	Machine	=	Washington	2.	A	Dam=Adams	3.	Chef	cooking	the	sun=Jefferson	(Chef	Sun)	4.	Medicine	=	Madison	5.	Man	in	a	row	boat=Monroe	6.	A	Dam	and	Cue	Balls	=	Q.	Adams	7.	Carjack=Jackson	8.	Van	on	fire=Van	Buren	9.
Hair=Harrison	10.	Tie	=	Tyler	11.	Polka	dots	=	Polk	12.	Tailor=Taylor	Memory	Power	36	13.	Filling	up	a	glass	more	=	Fillmore	14.	Earring=Pierce	15.	Blue	Cannon	=	Buchanan	16.	Beard	=	Abe	Lincoln	17.	Ants	drawing	=	Andrew	(Johnson)	18.	College	Campus	=	Grant	(college	grant)	19.	Fog,	mist	or	Haze=Hayes	20.	Garfield	the	cat=Garfield	21.
Author	=	Arthur	22.	City	of	Cleveland=Cleveland	23.	Benji	the	Walt	Disney	Dog=Benjamin	(Harrison)	24.	City	of	Cleveland=Cleveland	25.	Mount	McKinely	(in	Alaska)=McKinley	26.	Roses=Roosevelt	27.	Raft=Taft	28.	Wilson	tennis	ball=Wilson	29.	Hard	surface	=	Harding	30.	Cooler=Coolidge	31.	Vacuum	cleaner=Hoover	32.	Roses=Franklin
Roosevelt	33.	Man	telling	truth=Truman	34.	Eyeball=Eisenhower	Memory	Power	37	35.	Ken	doll	(Barbie	and	Ken)=Kennedy	36.	Airplane	landing	=Lyndon	Johnson	37.	Gate	with	water	rushing	through	it	=	Nixon	(Water	Gate)	38.	Ford	truck	=	Ford	39.	Peanut	Butter	=	Jimmy	Carter	40.	Jelly	Beans=Reagan	41.	Bushes=Bush	42.	Lint=Clinton	43.
Bushes=Bush	44.	Bahamas=Obama	I	am	sure,	you	have	got	the	names	of	all	the	44	Presidents	of	United	States	of	America.	What	a	superb	job	!!	Here	is	a	memory	test.	Turn	the	following	names	into	picture:	Frank	Harold	Tommy	George	Blaine	Sally	Sarah	Natalie	Daniel	Rebecca	Memory	Power	38	Heidi	Judy	Melissa	Missy	William	Davey	Barney
Jacob	Burt	Look	at	the	Pictures	Below	:	Frank	–	Franky	Harold	–	Hair	–	old	Tommy	–	Tom	&	Jerry	George	-	George	Blaine	-	Blown	Sally	–	Sail	Sarah	–	Saree	Natalie	–	Nut	–	Ali	Daniel	–	Don	Rebecca	–	Rebecca	Shoes	Memory	Power	39	Heidi	–	Hide	Judy	–	Judo	Melissa	–	Mails	Missy	-	Miss	William	-	Wills	Davey	-	Devil	Barney	-	Born	Jacob	–	Jackal	Burt	-
But	If	you	are	not	comfortable	or	familiar	with	any	of	the	above	images,	you	may	change	them	with	what	you	know	in	your	language	or	subject	or	something	personal	to	you.	You	will	be	able	to	recall	all	these	words	automatically.	V	Memory	Power	40	Chapter-6	CONNECTIONS	AND	CONNECTIONS	Connections,	Connections,	and	Nothing	but
Connections…	The	first	is	Connection	method	and	an	extremely	strong	one.	You	are	creating	meaning	for	an	item	by	connecting	it	to	something	you	know	already.	Do	you	have	to	remember	somebody’s	address	is	1225	Memory	Lane?	Isn’t	it	easier	to	think	Christmas	(12	-	25/	December	25th)	than	just	four	separate	numbers.	Now	we	have	something
that	has	meaning.	We	can	take	our	story-telling	technique	and	associate	it	to	Memory.	It	may	take	some	imagination,	but	that	just	comes	with	practice.	Another	strong	point	with	the	Connection	technique	is	that	it	allows	you	to	utilize	information	you	already	know.	There	is	also	a	third	type	of	information	that	people	tend	to	forget.	When	ancient
wizards	(scientists	were	once	referred	to	this	way)	would	say	that	information	exists	everywhere,	always	and	about	everything,	they	were	not	referring	to	words,	images,	phone	numbers,	and	dates	nor	did	they	mean	objects	that	our	brains	reflect.	What	they	meant	by	the	term	“information”	was	in	fact	“CONNECTIONS.”	Thus,	the	first	information
type	is	connections:	the	connections	formed	between	objects,	phenomena,	and	surrounding	world	events.	Indeed,	such	information	exists	everywhere,	always,	and	about	everything	one	can	ever	possibly	imagine,	regardless	of	what	philosophers	or	psychologists	think	about	it.	Leaves	grow	on	tree	branches;	the	sun	is	always	in	the	sky;	fish	swim	in	the
sea.	When	there	is	lightning,	expect	thunder.	If	it	rains,	your	clothes	will	become	wet.	Speech	construction	“if...	then…”	reflects	the	analyzed	information	type	–	connections.	“If	branch,	then	leaves.”	“If	sugar,	then	sweet.”	“If	fire,	then	smoke.”	This	kind	of	information	is	very	important	for	us	since	our	brain	memorizes	only	this	particular	type	of
information.	Your	brain	memorizes	the	Memory	Power	41	connections.	When	you	see	a	vase	with	a	rose	in	it	on	a	table,	your	brain	remembers	the	connection	between	“vase,”	“rose,”	and	“table”.	The	brain	does	not	memorize	the	images	by	themselves.	Where	does	our	brain	get	memories	from?	Do	we	still	remember	words	or	images?	We	encounter
simple	examples	of	memory	principles	every	day	in	a	kitchen.	Why	do	you	remove	your	hand	from	a	hot	kettle?	What	a	silly	question,	you	might	say.	This	reaction	does	not	just	happen	–	it	is	the	heat	acting	upon	our	skin	receptors	resulting	in	a	CONNECTION	that	causes	us	to	pull	our	hand	away	automatically.	Image	reproduction	works	the	same	way.
When	you	see	a	vase,	it	acts	upon	your	eyes,	then	a	CONNECTION	results,	and	your	brain	outputs	the	“rose”	and	the	“table”	images.	When	you	hear	“cat,”	it	acts	upon	your	ears,	then	a	CONNECTION	results,	and	you	see	a	cat	in	your	mind.	The	brain	is	not	the	information	warehouse	we	think	it	is.	The	brain	can	only	generate	CONNECTIONS.	With
respect	to	any	other	type	of	information	(words,	images,	music,	phone	numbers,	etc.),	the	brain	is	only	a	generator	of	information.	A	“generator	of	information”	sounds	peculiar,	but	it	is	exactly	the	kind	of	device	we	have	in	our	heads.	Analogically,	no	one	will	ever	possibly	try	to	find	electricity	in	an	electric	generator.	We	all	know	that	a	generator
CREATES	electric	energy.	An	attempt	to	find	images,	words,	or	phone	numbers	in	the	brain	is	hilarious	–	they	are	not	in	your	mind;	your	brain	generates	them.	For	the	electric	generator	to	create	electric	energy,	it	needs	to	be	rotated.	For	the	brain	to	begin	creating	images	and	words,	it	needs	to	receive	signals	(stimuli).	Very	diverse	stimuli	go	to	the
brain	and	agitate	previously	created	connections	according	to	what	the	brain	creates	(generates)	as	information:	images,	words,	or	movements.	The	most	primitive	type	of	connection,	a	reflex,	is	familiar	to	all	of	us.	For	a	reflex	to	work,	a	stimulus	is	necessary.	Human	memory	works	according	to	“Stimulus-	Reaction”	(S-R)	principle.	From	this	simple
example,	you	can	see	that	an	attempt	to	memorize	phone	Memory	Power	42	numbers	and	historical	dates	in	their	common	appearance	is	an	absolutely	senseless	thing	to	do.	The	brain	is	not	capable	of	doing	that	in	vast	quantities.	It	is	necessary	to	learn	to	memorize	the	connections	that	exist	in	phone	numbers	and	historical	dates.	Using	these
connections,	our	brain	will	generate	necessary	data.	The	described	information	types	–	objects	of	the	surrounding	world	(like	phone	numbers)	are	results	of	brain	functioning	using	such	connections.	An	apple,	a	phone	number,	and	a	historical	date	have	these	connections	in	them.	What	is	primary	–	an	object	or	the	connections	in	it?	This	is	a	difficult
philosophical	question,	so	we	will	have	to	leave	it	for	another	time.	What	is	essential	to	know	is	that	brain	only	fixes	and	retains	connections.	The	rest	is	of	no	importance	for	memorization.	We	can	make	a	conclusion	based	on	the	fact	that	the	brain	is	only	capable	of	fixing	connections:	if	there	is	no	incoming	stimulating	signal,	then	a	brain	will	not
generate	information	–	thereby,	making	anamnesis	process	impossible.	The	reflex	of	pulling	your	hand	away	will	not	work	unless	you	touch	something	hot.	You	will	not	sneeze	unless	you	have	a	speck	of	dust	near	your	nose.	You	may	have	no	idea	of	the	innate	genetic	reaction	programs	you	have	unless	you	encounter	a	certain	stimulating	situation.	it	is
important	to	note	that	stimulations	coming	from	human	body	and	its	internal	organs	have	a	very	strong	effect	on	connections.	These	stimuli	are	a	background	frequency	with	which	any	other	incoming	stimulating	signals	mingle.	Theoretically,	this	means	that	any	change	in	body’s	sensitivity	will	make	generating	information,	using	connections	created
under	normal	circumstances,	inadequate.	If	a	body’s	sensitivity	is	drastically	changed,	then	a	person	suffers	from	a	loss	of	memory.	If	one	does	not	control	the	amount	of	alcohol	consumed	at	a	party,	the	feelings	and	perceptions	of	his	body	will	change	dramatically.	When	he	sobers	up,	he	will	probably	not	be	able	to	recall	much	that	was	happening	at
the	party.	Connections	are	reactions	to	stimuli.	However,	a	person	cannot	get	the	same	stimuli	sober	as	he	had	while	under	influence	of	alcohol.	Connections	cannot	react	without	stimuli.	The	person	suffers	from	basic	amnesia,	a	blackout.	To	remember	the	forgotten	information,	it	is	imperative	to	get	the	body	into	the	same	condition	–	or	in	this
example	to	get	drunk	again.	Memory	Power	43	The	most	interesting	thing	about	amnesia	is	that	almost	everyone	is	subject	to	this	occasional	loss	of	memory.	However,	we	fail	to	notice	when	it	happens	since	we	cannot	remember	the	actual	forgetting	itself.	The	core	of	the	Stanislavski	system	is	based	upon	the	connection	between	memory	and	body
feelings.	He	called	it	the	“method	of	physical	action.”	In	order	to	get	rid	of	a	useless	behavior	and	replace	it	with	a	new	one,	or	to	change	an	aspect	of	one’s	identity,	Stanislavski	recommends	engaging	in	relevant	physical	activities	because	they	lead	to	a	quick	change	in	body’s	sensitivity.	Then,	the	body	starts	to	send	signals	to	the	brain.	Due	to	the
change	of	stimuli,	other	connections	begin	to	occur	in	reaction,	and	previously	blocked	memory	layers	are	activated.	Other	layers,	now	not	needed,	are	blocked	in	turn.	To	change	your	temper,	habits,	and	attitude	towards	other	people,	it	is	quite	enough	to	do	some	jogging,	physical	exercises,	and	strength	training.	The	changes	will	be	so	considerable
that	people	around	you	will	notice;	consequently,	your	relationships	with	other	people	will	change	as	well.	Understanding	what	CONNECTIONS	are	all	about	-	and	that	the	brain	memorizes	nothing	but	connections	-	,	is	a	key	to	the	right	memorization	technique	and	also	explains	temporary	and	permanent	losses	of	memory,	drastic	personality
changes,	and	principles	of	memory	illnesses.	A	facet	of	“memory”	is	the	key	concept	of	psychology.	Understanding	brain’s	connection	fixation	and	information	generation	under	the	effect	of	stimuli	mechanisms	give	offers	an	opportunity	to	understand	other	processes	that	occur	in	your	brain	as	well,	e.g.	personality	forming	and	mental	activities.	Not
only	is	“memory”	a	key	concept	of	psychology,	but	also	a	universal	principle	that	guides	all	processes	in	our	physical	world.	Not	only	does	the	all-encompassing	nature	of	memory	extend	to	both	our	physical	and	psychological	processes,	it	is,	in	fact,	their	guiding	principle	–	the	importance	of	which	should	never	be	underestimated.	Frequently,	you	may
find	an	acknowledgement	of	the	fact	that	psychology	does	cover	memory	mechanisms.	Indeed,	pure	psychology	neglects	this	matter.	Memory	can	only	be	understood	with	the	help	of	the	neighbouring	Memory	Power	44	sciences:	neurophysiology,	neuropharmacology,	physics,	and	mathematics.	We	can	now	summarize	this	in	a	table.	What	is
remembered	by	the	brain?	Information	Type	Brain	Information	as	a	result	of	the	brain’s	activity	(words,	dates,	phone	numbers)	Does	not	remember,	generates	The	surrounding	world	objects	(images)	Does	not	remember,	generates	Connections	between	events,	phenomena	Remembers	in	two	ways.	The	essentials:	1.	The	brain	can	only	remember
connections.	2.	The	process	of	creating	connections	is	“memory.”	3.	The	brain	is	an	information	generator.	The	generation	process	(anamnesis)	happens	by	means	of	fixed	connections	after	an	appropriate	stimulus.	4.	Without	stimulation,	a	brain	cannot	create	information.	The	isolation	of	senses	(sensory	deprivation)	leads	to	memory	suspension	and
brain	activity	disorder.	V	Memory	Power	45	Chapter-7	NUMBER-	SHAPE	METHOD	The	Number-shape	method	is	a	very	simple	and	effective	way	of	remembering	lists	of	items	in	a	specific	order.	For	example	we	need	to	remember	the	objects	with	respect	to	a	number	in	a	sequential	order	and	we	have	to	recall	them	randomly,	number..	object	or
object…number.	We	will	use	Number	Shape	Method.	Read	the	Objects	below	:	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	Foot	Ball	Coke	Goddess	Rainbow	Kite	National	Flag	Fan	Computer	Chocolate	Pencil	The	Number	–	shape	technique	works	by	helping	you	to	build	up	pictures	in	your	mind,	in	which	the	numbers	are	represented	by	images	shaped	like	the	numbers,	and
are	part	of	a	compound	image	that	also	codes	the	thing	to	be	remembered.	Here	to	remember	the	numbers,	we	need	to	convert	them	into	a	picture.	The	numbers	represent	some	common	shapes.	Look	at	the	shapes	below,	or	you	may	make	your	own	shapes	for	the	numbers	1.	Pen,	candle,	stick	2.	Duck,	Swan	3.	Heart,	Bird	4.	Boat	5.	Hook	6.	Whistle,
Golf	club	Memory	Power	46	7.	8.	9.	10.	Lamp	post,	cliff	edge	Hour	Glass	Lolly	Pop,	balloon	with	a	string	attached	flying	freely	Bat	and	Ball	If	you	find	that	these	images	do	not	attract	you	or	stick	in	your	mind,	then	change	them	for	something,	which	is	more	meaningful	to	you.	Now,	we	have	to	memorise	these	numbers	and	the	shapes.	Later	connect
these	shape	with	the	objects	given	above..	Link	Pen	and	Foot	Ball,	Duck	and	Coke,	Bird	and	Goddess	etc.,	We	need	to	associate	these	objects	with	the	shapes,	Next	time,	we	have	to	recall	any	object	number	wise.	All	that	we	need	to	is	to	recall	the	shape	image	for	that	number.	Once	we	get	the	image..	the	connecting	object	will	come	automatically	to
our	mind.	This	way,	we	can	recall	the	object	random	wise,	top	to	bottom,	or	bottom	to	top,	number	means	object	or	object	means	number..	will	become	easy	to	recall.	Memory	Power	47	Exercise	:	Imagine	you	have	to	remember	the	names	some	modern	thinkers	Spinoza	Locke	Hume	Berkeley	Kant	Rousseau	Hegel	Kierkegaard	Darwin	Marx	Step	1
Since	the	names	do	not	pictures,	first	we	need	to	convert	them	into	some	images	Spinoza	Locke	Hume	Berkeley	Kant	Rousseau	Hegel	Kierkegaard	Darwin	Marx	-	Sponze	Lock	Home	Bark..Lee	Kanth	(Rajinikanth)	Rassi	(Rope	in	Hindi)	Huge	Crack	Guard	Door	-	win	Marks	Step	2	Now	associate	the	shapes	of	numbers	with	the	corresponding	person
names.	1.	2.	Like	Pen	is	writing	on	a	Sponze,	A	duck	is	opening	a	lock,	Memory	Power	48	3.	4.	5.	6.	7.	8.	9.	10.	A	bird	is	sleeping	in	the	home,	In	a	Boat	..Brett	Lee	is	Barking,	Rajinikanth	is	hanging	by	a	hook	Whistle	is	hanging	by	a	Rassi	Imagine	a	Lamp	post	which	is	very	huge	An	hour	glass	is	being	broken	by	crack	guard	Lally	pop	is	being	given	as
a	gift	for	the	door	which	has	won	a	competition	For	playing	Bat	and	Ball	..	you	get	first	marks	in	the	school.	Try	visualizing	these	images	as	suggested,	or	if	do	not	like	them,	come	up	with	images	of	your	own.	V	Memory	Power	49	Chapter-8	NUMBER	–	VALUE	METHOD	Imagine,	we	have	to	remember	the	following	objects	sequence	or	randomly
number	wise	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	Kite	Pizza	Fish	Board	Laddu	Duster	Mobile	Pen	Bag	Swan	If	the	Number	–	shapes	are	difficult,	then	we	can	also	use	No	and	the	value	method,	like	1.	2.	3.	4.	5.	6.	7.	8.	9.	10.	King	Eyes	Monkeys	Car	Fingers	Cricket	Rainbow	Spider	Planets	Ravana	or	Dashavatara	We	have	to	repeat	the	numbers	and	the	values.	Once
this	comes	involuntarily	to	us,	all	that	we	have	to	do	is	to	associate	King	and	the	Kite,	Eyes	and	Pizza,	Monkeys	and	Fish	etc.	This	will	take	some	practice,	once	we	perfect	this,	then	the	number	or	the	objects	will	become	easy	to	recall	in	any	order	Memory	Power	50	Chapter-9	NUMBER	–	RHYME	METHOD	The	Number	–	Rhyme	technique	is	a	very
simple	way	of	remembering	list	of	items	in	a	specific	order.	Most	of	us	have	learnt	the	nursery	rhyme,	“one,	two,	buckle	my	shoe.	Three,	four,	shut	the	door….”	This	nursery	rhyme	was	so	easy	to	memorise,	even	a	small	child,	because	numbers	rhymed	so	well	with	the	objects.	The	number-rhyme	technique	works	on	the	same	formula.	This	technique
works	by	helping	you	to	build	up	pictures	in	your	mind,	in	which	the	numbers	are	represented	by	things	that	rhyme	with	the	number,	and	are	linked	to	images	that	represent	the	things	to	be	remembered.	Purpose	:	Obviously	our	purpose	is	to	remember	a	list	of	10	unconnected	or	unrelated	items,	and	to	be	able	to	recall	them	on	demand	in	any	order
or	out	of	sequence,	at	some	time	in	the	future.	It	is	as	useful	as	an	instant	notepad	for	a	shopping	list.	How	it	works	?	It	works	by	associating	some	new	item	–	the	item	to	be	remembered	with	something	that	you	already	know	very	well.	For	this	to	work,	it	is	essential	that	you	have	the	framework	in	place	to	which	can	make	the	associations.	Memory
Power	51	Imagine	you	have	to	remember	the	following	objects	-	number	wise.	1	Ring	2	Queen	3	Paper	4	Camera	5	AK-47	6	Sofa	7	Coffee	8	Crocodile	9	Watch	10	Chocolate	Frame	work:	By	using	the	following	table,	you	can	set	up	the	permanent	reference	points	that	you	will	be	using	when	you	make	the	associations.	The	table	lists	the	numbers	1	to
10,	and	a	word	that	rhymes	with	each	number,	together	with	a	suggested	image.	Please	commit	the	rhymes	to	memory	and	create	a	mental	picture	of	each	item	using	your	own	imagination.	Please	do	not	proceed	further	through	the	exercise	until	you	are	shure	that	you	have	done	this.	Here,	we	need	to	have	permanent	pictures	for	the	numbers	first
using	the	rhyming	sound.	The	new	objects	will	be	linked	with	the	words	formed	with	the	help	of	number	rhyme	system.	Memory	Power	52	Number	Rhyme	Word	Rhyme	–	System	Word	/	Sound	/	Image	1	One	Run,	Gun,	Bun,	Sun	2	Two	Zoo,	Shoe	3	Three	Tree,	Sea	4	Four	Door,	Shore	5	Five	Hive,	Drive	6	Six	Vicks,	Sticks,	Bricks	7	Seven	Heaven	8	Eight
Gate,	Skate	9	Nine	Wine	10	Ten	Hen	We	have	to	keep	repeating	these	Rhyming	Sounds	with	the	corresponding	numbers,	till	we	become	comfortable	and	easy	to	recall.	Once	the	Rhyming	sounds	becomes	part	of	our	subconscious	mind,	then	we	have	to	associate	the	given	objects	with	the	Rhyming	sound.	For	example	Run	and	Ring,	Zoo	with	Queen,
Tree	with	Paper	etc.,	Next	time,	if	we	have	to	recall	number	of	any	object,	we	can	do	that	by	recalling	the	corresponding	Rhyming	word.	The	Object	and	the	number,	we	can	remember	automatically.	Take	a	minute	or	so	to	visualize	the	item	to	be	remembered	with	the	rhyming	word.	Make	the	picture	appear	funny	or	outrageous	creates	the	best
mental	images.	Perhaps	use	a	cartoon	–	style	to	exaggerate	one	or	more	features	of	the	object.	Don’t	move	on	to	the	next	item	in	the	list	until	that	image	is	firmly	fixed.	Exercise	Can	you	memorise	the	names	of	ten	Greek	Philosophers	in	the	right	order?	Memory	Power	53	Permenides	Heraclitus	Empedocles	Democritus	Protogoras	Socrates	Plato
Aristotle	Zeno	Epicurus	Step	1:	The	names	have	no	images	–	so	first	we	should	convert	the	names	into	some	known	images.	Such	as	:	Permenides	Heraclitus	Empedocles	Democritus	Protogoras	Socrates	Plato	Aristotle	Zeno	Epicurus	-	Permanently	dies	-	Hero	-	Lotus	-	Empty	-Class	-	Democrat	-	Proton	-	grass	-	Secret	-	Plate	-	Arrest	-	Zen	car	-	Pie	–
Curious	Step	2	:	Associate	the	Rhymes	with	the	names	1.	Bun	some	body	ate	and	he	permanently	dies.	2.	A	Hero	wearing	shoes	went	to	get	some	Lotus	flowers	3.	Trees	are	grown	all	over	the	empty	class	Democrats	are	knocking	at	the	door	3.	Proton	are	in	the	grass	where	the	beehives	are	grown	4.	If	you	don’t	keep	the	secrets,	people	will	hit	you
with	sticks	Memory	Power	54	5.	6.	7.	8.	You	go	to	heaven	and	there	they	giving	food	in	a	Plate	You	got	arrested	at	the	Gate	Don’t’	drink	and	drive	the	Zen	car	after	drinking	Wine	Associate	the	Hen	with	Pie	and	Curious.	Try	visualizing	the	images	as	suggested	or	if	you	do	not	like	them,	come	up	with	images	of	your	own.	Once	you	have	done	this,	try
writing	down	the	names	of	the	philosophers	on	a	piece	of	paper.	You	should	be	able	to	do	this	by	thinking	of	the	number	denoted	by	the	first	part	of	the	sentence,	then	the	part	of	the	image	associated	with	the	number,	then	the	whole	image,	and	finally	then	decode	the	image	to	give	you	the	name	of	the	philosopher.	Applying	the	Number	–	Rhyme
Technique	You	can	use	the	system	like	this	as	a	basis	for	knowledge	in	an	entire	area.	The	example	above	could	be	a	basis	for	knowledge	of	ancient	philosophy,	as	images	representing	the	projects,	system	and	theories	of	each	philosopher	can	now	be	associated	with	the	images	representing	philosopher’s	names.	The	sillier	the	image,	the	more
effectively	you	will	remember	it.	Memory	Power	55	Chapter-10	BODY	-	PARTS	SYSTEM	A	location	or	a	file	is	simply	a	place	to	store	information.	For	example,	the	first	building	in	your	city	files	is	your	number	one	file.	All	ten	of	the	files	work	together	in	this	filing	system.	Anything	can	be	a	file	system	as	long	as	it	goes	in	a	logical	order	and	you	can
see	or	visualize	the	item.	For	example,	your	car	could	be	a	file	system	with	ten	files.	Number	one	is	the	front	bumper,	two	the	engine,	three	the	front	windshield,	four	the	steering	wheel,	five	the	gear	shift,	six	your	CD	box,	seven	the	passenger	seat,	eight	the	back	seat,	nine	the	Storage	place	and	number	ten	the	license	plate.	We	are	going	to	create	a
file	system	that	I	think	you’re	going	to	like.	There	are	ten	files	in	this	system,	and	it	is	called	our	skeleton	files.	Why?	Because	the	files	are	you!	These	are	going	to	be	permanent	files	for	you,	and	you	must	call	them	what	I	call	them.	This	may	be	the	most	important	file	system	you	have	learned	up	to	this	point.	This	system	is	a	little	different,	but	have
fun	with	it:	•	Number	one?	It	was	the	top	of	your	head.	•	Number	two?	It	is	going	to	be	your	nose,	so	pat	your	nose	and	say	number	two.	•	Number	three?	It	is	your	mouth.	Say	mouth	and	then	touch	your	mouth.	•	Number	four?	Your	ribs.	•	Number	five?	Your	liver.	•	Number	six?	It	is	going	to	be	your	hip	joint	-	we’ll	call	it	joint.	56	Memory	Power	•
Number	seven?	It	is	cap.	What	is	seven?	Cap.	•	Number	eight?	It	is	going	to	be	a	bone	in	our	lower	leg	the	fibula.	So,	repeat	after	me.	Number	eight	is	fibula.	•	Number	nine	is	on	the	very	bottom.	It	is	the	ball	of	your	foot.	We	are	going	to	call	it	ball.	•	And	number	ten	is	not	on	your	skeleton	–	we’ll	call	it	sand.	Now,	we	are	going	to	go	through	the
same	process	as	we	did	the	city	files.	I	am	going	to	give	you	a	list	of	words	and	you	are	going	to	memorize	them	using	your	body	as	the	location	storage.	If	you	need	to	stop	and	make	sure	that	you	know	your	skeleton	files	then	do	that	before	proceeding.	Here	is	a	list	of	ten	items	and	file	the	first	one	to	your	first	skeleton	file	and	the	second	one	to	your
second	file	and	so	on.	Move	as	fast	as	you	can	through	this	list.	Force	yourself	to	go	faster	than	you	think	is	possible	and	you	will	be	amazed	with	your	recall.	However,	keep	it	in	perspective	the	speed	is	not	the	crucial	ingredient	at	this	stage	understanding	the	system	is	the	focus.	•	Speaker	•	Gun	•	Soldier	•	Spotlight	•	A	picture	of	you	•	Judge	riding
a	fast	motorcycle	•	Jury	•	Excessive	amount	of	money	•	Making	a	right	turn	with	your	hand	over	your	mouth	Memory	Power	57	•	State	Capital	building	Review	all	ten	quickly	and	attach	them	to	your	files	as	rapidly	as	you	can.	Do	not	take	more	than	a	minute	on	this.	So,	how	did	you	do?	Did	you	get	all	ten?	If	not,	ask	yourself	why.	It	is	for	one	of	two
reasons.	Either	number	one,	you	didn’t	know	your	file,	or	number	two,	your	picture	wasn’t	vivid	enough.	Remember,	in	order	to	recall	something,	you	must	turn	an	abstract	into	a	picture.	We	just	filed	the	first	ten	amendments	to	the	Constitution,	the	Bill	of	Rights,	to	our	skeleton	files.	Did	you	believe	that	we	could	do	that?	We	did.	You	just	learned	it
forwards,	backwards,	and	by	number	in	less	than	five	minutes.	You	don’t	believe	me?	Let’s	see.	Bill	of	Rights	1.	Freedom	of	speech	2.	Right	to	Bear	Arms	3.	Protection	From	Quartering	Troops	4.	Freedom	from	Unreasonable	Search	and	Seizure	5.	Right	to	not	self-incriminate	6.	Right	to	Speedy	Trial	7.	Right	to	Trial	by	Jury	8.	Prohibition	of	excessive
bail	9.	Protection	of	Rights	Not	Enumerated	10.	Protection	of	State’s	Rights	Memory	Power	58	•	•	Number	one	was	speaker.	Well,	speaker	stands	for	freedom	of	speech.	Number	two	was	guns.	That	amendment	says	we	have	the	right	to	bear	arms.	•	Number	three	is	soldier.	No	soldier	shall	be	quartered	in	a	house	without	the	consent	of	the	owner.	•
Number	four,	a	search	light.	You	had	a	search	light	on	your	ribs.	Freedom	from	unreasonable	search	and	seizure.	•	Number	five,	you	had	a	picture	of	you	in	your	liver,	didn’t	you?	No	one	will	be	called	to	testify	against	themselves.	•	Number	six,	a	judge	riding	a	fast	motorcycle.	That	was	an	abstract	to	a	speedy	trial.	•	Number	seven.	A	jury	of	12	-	the
right	to	a	trial	by	jury.	•	Number	eight	is	an	excessive	amount	of	money.	That	amendment	is	that	there	shall	be	no	excessive	bail.	•	Number	nine.	We	filed	you	making	a	right	hand	turn	with	your	hand	over	your	mouth.	This	amendment	says	that	person’s	may	have	rights	even	if	they	are	not	mentioned	in	the	constitution	and	these	rights	can	still	be
violated.	•	Number	ten	is	a	state	capital	building,	right?	We	had	a	state	capital	on	the	sand?	That	amendment	talked	about	state’s	rights.	Now,	I	think	that	you	will	agree	that	these	pictures	were	somewhat	unusual.	When	you	are	doing	this	on	your	own,	you’re	going	to	have	the	freedom	to	make	your	own	pictures.	The	skeleton	file	could	be	used	to
recall	a	“things	to	do	list,”	as	steps	in	a	presentation,	Memory	Power	59	procedures,	organization	mission	statements	or	to	give	a	speech.	The	applications	are	endless.	This	system	can	truly	change	the	way	you	go	about	your	daily	life	if	you	let	it.	Imagine,	we	have	to	recall	the	following	objects	with	the	corresponding	numbers	1	Jeep	2	Scale	3	Water	4
Bed	5	Eraser	6	Cycle	7	Dictionary	8	Revolver	9	Dosa	10	Pen	11	Bat	12	News	paper	13	Key	14	Lotus	15	Dust	bin	Memory	Power	60	All	of	us	are	very	comfortable	with	our	body	and	it’s	parts.	When	we	have	more	than	10	items,	you	may	use	the	following	body	parts	as	well.	We	have	to	imagine	all	the	parts	of	our	body	in	the	sequential	order	as	shown
below:	1	Hair	2	Head	3	Fore	Head	4	Eye	Brow	5	Eyes	6	Ears	7	Nose	8	Mouth	9	Cheeks	10	Chin	11	Neck	12	Chest	13	Hands	14	Stomach	15	Legs	First	of	all	we	should	be	very	comfortable	with	the	numbers	and	body	parts	in	a	sequential	order.	Once,	we	become	familiar	with	this,	we	have	to	associate	the	objects	and	the	body	parts	sequentially.
Associate	Jeep	and	Hair,	Scale	and	Head,	Water	and	Fore	Head..etc.,Next	time,	we	will	be	able	to	recall	the	object	and	number	or	the	Number	and	object	by	simply	recalling	the	association.	Memory	Power	61	Chapter-11	HOUSE	SYSTEM	Today	we	will	create	some	new	files.	I	use	this	filing	system	most	of	the	time.	It’s	called	house	files.	This	is	similar
to	city	files	-	we	use	rooms	or	areas	of	our	house.	This	system	gives	us	twenty	five	files.	You’re	going	to	select	five	rooms	or	sections	in	your	house	and	in	each	of	these	rooms,	you’re	going	to	have	five	files.	Your	first	room	could	be	a	bedroom	and	you	pick	five	pieces	of	furniture.	The	next	room	is	the	kitchen	where	you	pick	five	appliances.	The	next
room	is	the	bathroom	with	five	files.	If	you	live	in	a	small	apartment,	you	have	five	sections	-	a	bathroom,	a	kitchen,	a	living	room,	a	hall	and	a	bedroom.	After	you	have	selected	five	rooms	or	sections,	select	5	files	in	each	room.	Visualize	yourself	standing	near	the	main	door	of	your	first	room.	Then	start	right	or	left,	it	doesn’t	matter,	just	so	you’re



consistent.	Go	clockwise	or	anti-clockwise,	choose	five	files.	Pick	big	items	over	small	items	and	spread	across	the	room.	Spread	them	out	evenly	and	avoid	using	the	same	items	in	each	room.	I	have	created	these	mental	journeys	in	every	home	I	have	ever	lived	in.	I	have	also	created	journeys	through	my	friend’s	homes.	This	will	be	a	great	exercise
for	you	too.	After	you	create	your	own	house	files	I	strongly	encourage	you	to	create	a	map	like	this	of	your	family	member’s	and	friend’s	homes.	You	could	easily	create	200-300	files	in	just	a	few	hours	doing	this.	Now	for	the	instruction	on	how	to	do	this:	The	first	room	is	going	to	be	one	through	five,	the	second	room	is	going	to	be	six	through	ten,
the	third	room	is	going	to	be	eleven	through	to	fifteen,	the	fourth	room	is	sixteen	through	to	twenty,	and	the	fifth	room	is	from	twenty	through	to	twenty	five.	The	best	thing	that	you	can	do	right	now	is	make	sure	you	have	these	twenty	five	files	created	and	review	them	until	you	know	them	cold	without	hesitation	the	number	and	the	file.	Memory
Power	62	How	to	use	this	method?	Exactly	the	way	we	have	used	the	other	methods.	Once	we	have	fixed	25	key	locations,	then	hang	one	word/	one	object	to	be	memorised	with	every	file.	We	can	easily	recall	all	the	25	points	in	the	same	order.	Today	let’s	learn	a	bit	about	product	knowledge.	We	are	going	to	use	our	house	files	for	this	purpose.	We
have	five	rooms	and	five	files	in	each	room.	We	are	going	to	be	an	automobile	salesperson	today.	However,	this	would	work	effectively	even	if	you	sold	anything	else.	As	a	salesperson,	you	not	only	want	to	know	the	features	of	your	product,	you	also	want	to	know	the	benefits	of	similar	models	competitors	may	have.	You	dedicate	your	first	room	to	the
product	knowledge	about	your	product.	Pick	five	key	selling	features	of	your	product	and	file	them	to	your	files.	You	are	focusing	on	sports	utility	vehicles	and	you	are	a	Toyota	salesman.	You	take	the	five	selling	features	and	file	them	to	your	first	room.	Perhaps	it	is	leg	room	to	one	file,	financing	to	another,	sunroof	to	another.	Whatever	the	five	key
selling	features	are,	file	them	to	your	first	five	files.	But	what	are	the	next	four	rooms	for?	Each	one	of	these	rooms	is	dedicated	to	your	competition.	In	each	one	of	these	rooms	list	the	five	benefits	of	your	car	over	theirs.	If	you	are	so	desired,	you	could	fill	up	all	twenty	five	files	with	information	on	your	product.	The	reason	I	throw	in	competition
information	is	that	people	are	comfortable	doing	business	with	the	salesperson	who	knows	about	the	sales	industry	including	how	their	product	measures	up	to	the	competition.	I	recall	studying	for	a	psychology	test	one	day,	and	the	first	room,	I	filed	five	major	psychologists.	The	second	room	I	used	to	file	theories.	The	third	room	was	to	experiments,
and	I	continued	until	I	had	all	my	notes	on	my	files.	Memory	Power	63	If	you	are	a	student	or	a	business	professional,	room	files	are	a	great	way	to	group	thoughts	or	ideas	by	room.	It	helps	to	organize	them	in	your	mind.	Perhaps	you	need	to	recall	product	knowledge	or	perhaps	test	information	is	more	important	to	you.	Use	your	house	files	if	you	are
a	salesperson	who	needs	to	file	product	knowledge	to	your	files	just	like	we	talked	about.	It	may	take	a	moment	to	sit	down	and	do,	however,	even	if	you	are	a	veteran	sales	professional,	I	think	you	will	be	astounded	at	the	new	information	that	you	can	store.	If	you	are	in	the	business	arena,	then	file	information	pertinent	to	your	job.	Perhaps	it	could
be	procedures	or	new	training	you	are	learning.	If	you	are	a	student,	you	should	get	out	your	notes	for	the	next	test	and	file	them	to	your	twenty	five	house	files.	Remember	that	you	can	group	them	by	room.	Fill	up	your	twenty	five	files	with	something	that	is	going	to	be	a	benefit	to	you.	V	Memory	Power	64	Chapter-12	ALPHABET	METHOD	Alphabet
technique	is	a	basic	method	for	remembering	long	lists	of	items	in	a	specific	order	in	such	a	way	that	missing	items	can	be	detected.	Imagine,	we	have	to	recall	the	following	objects	number	wise,	from	top	to	bottom	or	bottom	to	top	or	random	order.	Number	Object	1	Tree	2	Airport	3	Fish	4	Bucket	5	Scooter	6	Battery	7	Potato	8	Computer	9	Electric
Pole	10	Tiger	11	Suit	Case	12	Television	13	Michael	Jackson	14	Wooden	Sofa	Memory	Power	65	15	Rabbit	16	I	D	Card	17	Paper	18	Road	19	Building	20	Mother	21	Nelson	Mandela	22	Cricket	Match	23	Chennai	24	Refrigerator	25	Shirt	26	Globe	How	to	Use	the	Alphabet	Technique:	The	Alphabet	method	involves,	the	simple	method	we	learnt	during
our	early	years	of	our	school	life.	The	Method	that	our	teachers	taught	us	to	remember	the	alphabets.	This	technique	works	by	associating	images	representing	and	cued	by	letters	of	the	Alphabet	with	images	representing	items	to	be	remembered.	The	selection	of	images	representing	letters	may	be	based	on	the	first	letters	or	phone	or	in	such	a	way
that	the	sound	of	the	first	syllable	of	the	image	word	is	the	name	of	the	letter.	E.g.	we	would	represent	the	letter	“k”	with	the	word	“cake”.	It	is	best	to	select	the	strongest	images	that	come	to	mind	and	stick	with	it.	Memory	Power	66	See	below	:	Number	Alphabet	Alphabet	Words	1	A	Aeroplane	2	B	Balloon	3	C	Car	4	D	Dog	5	E	Elephant	6	F	Fire	7	G
Goat	8	H	Head	9	I	Ink	pot	10	J	Jack	Fruit	11	K	Knife	12	L	Laddoo	13	M	Monkey	14	N	News	paper	15	O	Oil	16	P	Post	Box	17	Q	Queen	18	R	Railway	Station	19	S	Shoes	20	T	Telephone	Memory	Power	67	21	U	Umbrella	22	V	Velvet	23	W	Water	24	X	X-mas	Tree	25	Y	Yellow	Chalk	Piece	26	Z	Zoo	I	am	sure,	all	of	us	know	these	words	that	our	teachers	or
parents	taught	us.	We	have	to	become	perfect	with	the	letter	and	the	Word.	Later,	we	should	relate	to	Alphabet	and	the	Number.	Like	letter	“O”	means	“Oil”	Means	number	15.	Letter	“U”	means	“Umbrella”	number	21.	If	you	find	that	these	images	do	not	attract	you	or	stick	in	your	mind,	then	change	them	for	something	more	meaningful	to	you.	Once
firmly	visualized	and	linked	to	their	root	letters,	these	images	can	be	linked	to	the	things	to	be	remembered.	Now	we	have	to	associate	No	1	object	Tree	with	Aeroplane.	No	2	Object	Airport	with	Balloon	and	we	can	continue.	Next	time,	it	would	be	easy	to	tell	the	number	of	object	or	if	they	ask	you	a	number,	you	will	be	able	to	tell	the	object.	The
Alphabet	system	is	the	most	difficult	and	complex	method.	However,	it	is	more	powerful	in	that	it	allows	you	to	code	and	remember	a	list	of	up	to	26	items	before	you	can	think.	V	Memory	Power	68	Chapter-13	JAYASIMHA’S	MEMORY	POWER	SYSTEM	Now,	We	will	discuss	some	more	simpler	method	of	memorising	the	objects	using	a	method	which	I
had	developed.	This	method	is	most	profound	and	powerful	of	all	methods.	All	my	Guinness	World	Records	in	Memory	are	based	on	this	method.	It	will	take	some	time	to	master	this	method,	but	once	you	master	it	remembering	text,	numbers,	speeches,	any	kind	of	data	will	become	so	easy	for	you	:	For	example,	imagine	you	have	to	remember
following	objects	random	number	wise	:	Number	Object	1	Telephone	2	Pepsi	3	Popcorn	4	Train	5	Pen	6	Hero	Honda	7	Bible	8	Black	Board	9	London	10	Florist	11	Bread	12	Zoo	Memory	Power	69	13	Laptop	14	Diamond	15	Marina	Beach	16	Mike	17	Car	18	Astrologer	19	A	P	J	Abdul	Kalam	20	School	Bag	Jayasimha’s	Memory	Power	System	involves
creating	100	names	of	people	who	are	close	to	you	or	whom	you	know.	So	follow	the	categories	and	conditions	below	to	create	Jayasimha’s	Memory	Power	System	of	your	own.	Categories	in	Jayasimha’s	Memory	Power	System:	«	«	«	«	«	«	«	«	«	«	«	«	Names	of	Your	Family	Members	Names	of	Your	Relatives	Names	of	Your	Friends	Names	of	Your
Colleagues	Names	of	Your	Teachers	Names	of	Your	Role	Models	Names	of	God	and	Goddess	Sport	Persons	Film	Actors	Politicians	Award	Winners	/	Scientists	/	Authors	Fictitious	Characters	Conditions	in	Jayasimha’s	Memory	Power	System:	1.	Create	the	Categories	as	per	order	Memory	Power	70	2.	The	Categories	should	not	be	mixed	3.	Write
people..	where	you	can	bring	in	some	emotions	4.	The	names	should	not	be	repeated	5.	The	Name	of	the	Person	and	the	corresponding	number	should	be	remembered.	6.	Add	your	own	categories.	7.	The	categories	should	be	in	particular	generation	order	so	that	it	will	become	easy	to	recollect.	8	We	can	give	all	odd	numbers	to	Women	and	Even
numbers	to	Men	or	vice	versa.	This	will	make	our	job	much	more	easy.	9	In	case	only	3	members	in	a	particular	category,	you	may	add	one	more	person	to	the	list.	10.	In	case	more	than	4	members	in	a	category,	omit	one	person	and	take	only	first	four	persons.	11.	It	would	be	advisable	to	have	a	list	up	to	100	numbers.	The	way	to	create	names	and
Numbers	:	Category	:	Family	1	Mother	2	Father	3	Sister	/	Self	4	Self	/	Brother	5	Grand	Mother	-1	Memory	Power	71	Category	:	Family	6	Grand	Father	-1	7	Aunt	-1	8	Uncle	-1	9	Aunt	-	2	10	Uncle	-2	Category	:	Family	11	Grand	Mother	-	2	12	Grand	Father	-2	13	Aunt	-	3	14	Uncle	-3	15	Cousin	-1	Category	:	Friends	16	Cousin	-2	17	Childhood	Friend	-1	18
Childhood	Friend	-2	19	Classmate	-1	20	Classmate	-2	Memory	Power	72	Category	:	Film	Actors	21	22	23	24	25	Category:	Film	Actors	26	27	28	29	30	Category	:	Cricket	team	31	32	33	34	35	Category	:	Cricket	team	36	37	38	39	40	Memory	Power	73	Category	:	Sport	Persons	41	42	43	44	45	Category	:	Sport	persons	46	47	48	49	50	Category	:	Role
Models	51	52	53	54	55	Category	:	Role	Models	56	57	58	59	60	Memory	Power	74	Category	:	Politicians	61	62	63	64	65	Category	:	Politicians	66	67	68	69	70	Category	:	Colleagues	/Neighbors	/	Relatives	71	72	73	74	75	Category	:	Colleagues	/Neighbors	/	Relatives	76	77	78	79	80	Memory	Power	75	Category	:	Teachers	81	82	83	84	85	Category	:
Teachers	86	87	88	89	90	Category	:	Gods	91	92	93	94	95	Category	:	Goddesses	96	97	98	99	100	Memory	Power	76	First	task	is	to	prepare	the	list	of	100	people’s	names	in	a	particular	order.	Then,	memorise	their	names	and	numbers	in	order.	You	should	become	so	perfect	that	any	number,	you	should	be	instantly	be	able	to	recall	the	name	of	that
person.	If	not,	if	the	name	is	said,	you	should	be	able	to	recall	the	number.	After	doing	this..	the	next	task	is	to	associate	the	objects	with	the	persons.	For	example	telephone	with	the	first	person,	Pepsi	with	the	second	person,	Pop	corn	with	the	third	person,	train	with	the	fourth	person	and	so	on.	Once	we	have	associated	the	person	with	the	object..
you	will	be	able	to	simply	recall	the	objects	..	means	numbers	and	numbers	means	objects.	You	will	also	be	able	to	recall	them	in	forward	or	back	ward	order.	This	is	by	far	the	most	potent	and	powerful	memory	method	I	had	found.	This	is	the	method	I	use	for	all	my	memory	demonstrations.	V	Memory	Power	77	Chapter-14	METHOD	OF	LOCI	In	477
BC,	a	Greek	poet,	Simonedes,	amazed	everyone	with	a	display	of	his	sharp	memory.	He	was	attending	a	banquet	when	the	roof	of	the	building	collapsed	and	killed	many	attendants.	The	bodies	which	were	crushed	beyond	recognition	had	to	be	identified.	Simonedes	came	to	the	rescue	by	recalling	the	names	of	everyone	and	where	they	sat.	He	claimed
that	he	did	this	by	imagining	the	people	in	their	places	at	the	table	during	the	banquet.	This	method	of	recalling	information	in	this	manner	is	called	Loci	-	Latin	for	places.	The	ancients	remembered	things	by	imagining	taking	a	familiar	walk,	and	placing	the	things	to	be	remembered	at	locations	along	the	way.	This	method	works	because	it	organizes
the	material	to	be	remembered	and	it	encourages	elaborative	processing	and	memorable	imagery.	This	technique	was	used	by	ancient	orators	to	remember	speeches,	and	it	combines	the	use	of	organization,	visual	memory,	and	association.	Before	using	the	technique,	you	must	identify	a	common	path	that	you	walk.	This	can	be	the	walk	from	your	bed
room	to	class,	a	walk	around	your	house,	whatever	is	familiar.	What	is	essential	is	that	you	have	a	vivid	visual	memory	of	the	path	and	objects	along	it.	Once	you	have	determined	your	path,	imagine	yourself	walking	along	it,	and	identify	specific	landmarks	that	you	will	pass.	For	example,	the	first	landmark	on	your	walk	to	campus	could	be	your	bed
room,	next	may	be	the	front	of	the	residence	hall,	next	a	familiar	statue	you	pass,	etc.	The	number	of	landmarks	you	choose	will	depend	on	the	number	of	things	you	want	to	remember.	Once	you	have	determined	your	path	and	visualized	the	landmarks,	you	are	ready	to	use	the	path	to	remember	your	material.	This	is	done	by	mentally	associating	each
piece	of	information	that	you	need	to	remember	with	one	of	these	landmarks.	For	example,	if	you	are	trying	to	remember	a	list	of	mnemonics,	you	might	remember	the	first—acronyms—by	picturing	SCUBA	gear	in	your	dorm	room	(SCUBA	is	an	acronym).	Memory	Power	78	You	do	not	have	to	limit	this	to	a	path.	You	can	use	the	same	type	of
technique	with	just	about	any	visual	image	that	you	can	divide	into	specific	sections.	The	most	important	thing	is	that	you	use	something	with	which	you	are	very	familiar.	EXERCISE	•	If	someone	reads	a	list	of	unrelated	words	to	you,	just	once,	how	many	do	you	think	you	could	remember?	Give	it	a	try.	Have	someone	read	a	list	of	10	words	to	you	at	a
slow	but	steady	pace	(about	1	word	per	second).	Rather	than	using	any	of	the	memory	techniques	presented	here,	simply	try	to	concentrate	on	the	words	and	remember	them.	How	many	words	did	you	remember?	•	Now	take	a	few	minutes	to	identify	a	path	or	object	that	you	can	use	in	the	method	of	loci.	Familiarize	yourself	with	each	of	sections	of
your	path	or	object.	Mentally	go	through	each	of	the	loci	(locations)	and	visualize	them	as	best	you	can.	Remember,	it	is	important	to	be	able	to	visualize	and	recall	each	location	readily.	Once	you	have	done	this,	have	your	friend	read	you	a	different	list	of	words.	This	time,	try	to	create	visual	images	of	the	words	associated	with	one	of	the	locations.
This	may	not	come	easy	at	first,	but	with	practice	you	should	be	able	to	create	these	visual	images	more	readily.	If	you	find	that	you	are	having	difficulty	coming	up	with	the	images	quickly,	practice	on	some	more	lists	until	you	have	improved.	Chances	are,	when	you	become	familiar	with	using	this	technique,	you	will	be	able	to	remember	many	more
words	(maybe	all	10	items).	V	Memory	Power	79	Chapter-15	MEMORISING	LONG	SPEECHES	According	to	a	survey	that	came	out	a	few	years	ago,	the	number	one	fear	among	human	beings	is	fear	of	Public	Speaking.	The	number	two	fear	was	the	fear	of	death!	When	you	can	give	a	speech	without	notes,	it	builds	your	credibility,	self-esteem,	you	can
maintain	eye	contact	and	the	people	you	address	are	impressed	with	your	subject	matter.	I	conduct	a	five	day	“Train	Your	Brain”	Memory	seminars	and	never	access	a	single	note.	That	is	four	hours	a	day	and	a	total	of	twenty	hours	and	I	never	use	notes.	I	do	not	memorize	my	speech	but	file	the	major	thoughts	to	my	files	and	jump	from	one	file	to	the
next.	So	you	will	not	need	to	recall	it	word	for	word.	Instead,	you	will	use	brain	triggers	to	move	from	one	file	to	the	next.	I’m	going	to	give	you	ten	pictures	and	then	file	these	pictures	to	your	house	files.	You	are	only	going	to	use	your	first	two	rooms	because	I	am	going	to	give	you	ten	pictures.	These	ten	pictures	are	actually	ten	items	from	a	speech
given	on	time	management.	Remember,	we	are	going	to	use	our	house	files	Here	are	the	items.	Memorize	these	as	rapidly	as	you	can!	1.	Clock	behind	a	gate	2.	Organizer	or	day	planner	3.	To	do	list	4.	Goal	post	5.	V	I	P	(Abdul	Kalam)	6.	Delhi	–	Gate	(India	Gate)	7.	Joker	Memory	Power	80	8.	Calendar	9.	Work	Room	10.	Blue	prints	with	Glue	You	know
the	drill,	write	these	down	and	see	how	many	that	you	get.	Remember	that	you	only	need	to	write	the	picture	down.	Not	the	action	or	the	files.	How	did	you	do?	Did	you	get	all	of	them?	When	you	give	a	speech	without	notes,	you	never	memorize	it	word	for	word.	Instead	you	have	brain	triggers	to	keep	you	moving	from	one	thought	to	the	next.	•	So,
what	we	have	here	is	ten	brain	triggers	that	will	get	us	talking	about	ten	major	points.	This	is	a	speech	on	time	management.	•	The	first	thing	that	you	open	your	speech	with	is	time	management;	thus,	the	clock	under	the	number	one	file.	•	Number	two:	An	organizer.	The	word	we	want	to	talk	about	is	being	organized.	After	seeing	this	prompt	on
your	file,	you	can	go	into	more	detail	about	using	a	day	timer..	•	Number	three:	A	to	do	list.	Talk	to	your	group	about	the	importance	of	writing	out	a	to	do	list	every	day.	That	way,	you	plan	for	the	day	and	the	day	does	not	happen	around	you.	•	to	of	Number	four:	A	goal	post.	You	must	set	and	establish	goals	be	organized.	At	this	point	you	may
mention	the	importance	setting	goals	with	a	deadline	and	clearly	define	objectives.	•	Number	five:	V.I	P	(Very	Important	Person	–	Abdul	Kalam)	This	represents	the	word	importance.	This	is	a	mental	cue	to	remind	you	that	you	need	to	prioritise	each	item	on	your	to	do	list.	•	Number	six:	Imagine	Delhi	–	Gate	(The	India	Gate	in	Delhi).	The	word	we
wanted	to	recall	is	delegate.	We	used	Delhi	and	Gate	(	Represent	Delegate).	So,	we	have	delegate	for	number	six.	Memory	Power	81	•	Number	seven:	Joker.	When	you	see	this,	remind	your	audience	that	it’s	important	to	set	time	aside	for	fun.	You	must	allocate	time	to	let	your	mind	relax	and	have	some	fun.	•	Number	eight:	Calendar	-	schedule.	When
you	see	the	Calendar,	you’ll	remember	the	importance	of	keeping	a	regular	schedule,	getting	up	the	same	time	every	day	and	making	a	routine.	•	Number	nine,	you	are	going	to	talk	about	setting	up	a	special	room	to	work	in.	This	is	a	place	where	you	can	go	and	get	away	from	all	distractions	and	just	focus	on	work.	•	Number	ten:	a	blueprint	with
glue	on	it.	You	review	your	speech	and	recap	the	highlights,	reinforce	your	audience	the	importance	of	having	a	plan	and	sticking	to	it.	That	is	what	the	glue	symbolizes.	Now,	you	understand	the	concept	of	how	to	give	a	speech	without	notes.	It	is	not	important	to	memorize	every	word.	Just	make	brain	triggers	and	then	file	them	to	your	files.	Giving
speeches	without	notes	is	an	exclusive	skill,	and	one	that	will	increase	your	confidence	when	you	master	it.	The	same	technique	can	be	used	for	giving	sales	presentation	or	any	presentation	without	using	notes.	This	is	a	money	making	skill.	With	memory	techniques	this	can	be	done	in	minutes.	The	trick	is	to	give	keywords	for	each	paragraph	or
logical	part	of	the	speech	and	then	link	the	keywords	in	a	list.	This	way	you	will	always	know	about	what	to	talk.	Perhaps	you	have	heard	the	story	of	Thomas	Edison	when	he	was	constructing	the	light	bulb.	It	took	him	over	ten	thousand	attempts.	After	he	successfully	completed	the	light	bulb,	he	held	a	press	conference	and	a	brash	reporter	asked
him,	“Mr.	Edison,	how	does	it	make	you	feel	to	have	failed	over	ten	thousand	times?”	Mr.	Edison	without	missing	a	beat,	promptly	responded,	“You	misunderstand.	I	did	not	fail	over	ten	thousand	times.	I	successfully	found	ten	thousand	ways	how	not	to	invent	electric	bulb”	Memory	Power	82	Now,	that’s	a	positive	attitude	and	it’s	an	attitude	that	we
can	learn	from	for	sure.	If	you	don’t	get	a	perfect	score,	do	what	Mr.	Edison	did.	Ask	yourself	why.	Learn	something	from	the	failure.	The	file	system	I	use	to	give	my	presentation	is	my	skeleton	files.	That	is	where	we	are	going	to	store	a	sales	presentation.	Let’s	say	that	you	are	a	salesperson	who	would	like	to	nail	your	presentation	down	a	little
better.	You	need	to	break	it	down	into	separate	thoughts,	then	turn	those	thoughts	into	pictures	and	file	them	to	your	files.	I’m	going	to	give	you	ten	items	you	need	to	scan	through	quickly.	These	items	are	going	to	represent	the	steps	in	a	sales	presentation.	Most	companies	have	a	presentation	that	at	the	end	has	a	call	for	action,	and	the
presentation	is	designed	in	a	specific	manner.	After	you	do	this	exercise,	you	should	have	a	good	understanding	of	a	very	practical	business	application	to	this	system	that	we	are	learning.	File	these	pictures	to	your	files	as	fast	as	you	can.	1.	Handshake	for	the	introduction.	2.	Statistics	3.	Professional	giving	an	opinion	4.	Asking	questions	5.	Filling	a
need	6.	Demonstration	7.	Features	and	benefits	8.	Testimonials	or	third	party	references	9.	Investment	10.	Call	to	action	Memory	Power	83	Okay,	scan	through	it	one	more	time	if	you	have	to	and	then	write	these	ten	items	down.	How	did	you	do?	If	you	got	all	ten,	give	yourself	a	pat	on	the	back.	If	you	missed	one,	ask	yourself	why.	Did	you	know	your
file	and	was	your	picture	vivid	enough?	Give	yourself	some	credit	if	you	scored	well.	Remember,	that	if	you	would	have	given	me	ten	pictures	rapidly	and	then	I	recited	them	back	….forwards,	backwards,	and	by	number,	you	would	be	very	impressed.	And	that	is	what	you	just	did.	Now	I	file	it	to	my	skeleton	files.	If	you	were	just	learning	a
presentation	or	if	you	were	a	veteran,	this	will	help	you.	You	could	even	help	a	coworker	learn	this	presentation.	Remember	that	not	everyone	has	benefited	from	our	training,	and	when	you	see	a	young	salesperson	struggling	to	learn	the	steps	of	the	presentation,	tell	him	to	build	files	in	his	office	and	then	use	pictures	as	brain	triggers.	In	this
situation,	what	you	would	do	is	file	the	ten	major	points,	then	if	there	is	more	information	that	you	want	to	file,	file	that	on	top.	Go	back	and	layer	them	on.	V	Memory	Power	84	Chapter-16	MEMORISING	NUMBERS	This	is	going	to	be	a	skill	that	if	you	master	it,	you	will	astound	people	with	your	memory.	I’m	going	to	show	you	how	to	memorize	a	100
digit	number	after	just	hearing	it	once!	When	I	do	my	memory	demonstrations,	I	take	a	100	digit	number	and	memorise	it	forward,	backwards,	rows	and	column	wise.	I	use	this	skill	to	memorize	phone	numbers,	bank	account	numbers	etc.,	This	is	somewhat	an	advanced	skill,	so	don’t	worry	if	it	doesn’t	make	sense	the	first	time	around.	This	is
something	that	you	may	have	to	review	three	or	four	times	to	understand	the	concept.	People	find	it	difficult	to	memorise	numbers	as	the	numbers	do	not	have	pictures.	Numbers	are	abstract	and	must	be	turned	into	a	picture	before	we	recall	them.	This	system	was	actually	introduced	more	than	300	years	ago	by	Stonsen	Mink	Vonwesenhein.
Vonwesenhein’s	basic	construction	was	modified	by	Dr.	Richard	Gray,	an	Englishman.	The	phonetic	system	was	devised	to	allow	the	master	memorizers	of	the	time	to	break	the	bonds	of	the	previously	excellent	but	more	limited	systems.	This	system	was	developed	to	memorize	long	digit	numbers.	For	every	number	from	zero	to	nine,	a	consonant
sound	is	assigned	to	that	letter.	The	sounds	have	been	assigned	to	these	numbers	for	hundreds	of	years	since	Dr.	Richard	Gray.	Here	they	are:	Number	Sound	1	T	or	D	2	N	3	M	4	R	Memory	Power	85	5	L	6	J,	Ch,	Sh	7	K,	C,	G	8	F,	V	9	P,	B	0	Z,	S	All	you	have	to	do	is	memorize	these.	Does	that	sound	like	a	challenge?	What	if	I	told	you	that	I	bet	you
could	learn	these	in	less	than	a	minute?	What	if	I	told	you	already	memorized	them.	That’s	right,	you’ve	already	memorized	these.	I	already	taught	them	to	you.	Remember	when	I	told	you	that	everything	in	this	course	is	done	for	a	reason	and	I’m	actually	going	to	teach	you	things	that	you	are	not	even	using	yet?	Well,	here’s	an	example	of	that.
Remember	when	we	learned	our	Body	Part	System?	Let’s	review	what	our	files	were.	Top,	nose,	mouth,	ribs,	liver,	joint,	cap,	fibula,	ball	and	sand.	Now,	let’s	review	the	phonic	sounds.	They	are:	t,	n,	m,	r,	l,	j,	k,	f,	p	and	s.	Did	you	catch	that?	Let’s	go	slow	this	time.	•	The	sound	assigned	to	number	one	is	t	or	d,	and	the	first	skeleton	file	is	top.	•	The
letter	assigned	to	number	two	is	n	because	it	has	the	n	sound	and	the	second	skeleton	file	is	nose.	So	two	is	n.	•	The	letter	assigned	to	the	number	three	is	m	and	our	third	skeleton	file	is	mouth.	Three	is	m.	Memory	Power	86	•	The	letter	assigned	to	four	is	r.	The	fourth	skeleton	file	is	ribs.	Four	is	r.	•	The	fifth	skeleton	file	is	liver,	and	the	letter
assigned	to	number	five	is	l.	Five	is	l.	•	Six	is	j,	ch	or	sh	and	the	sixth	skeleton	file	is	joint.	Joint	represents	the	j.	•	The	seventh	file	is	a	hard	c	sound	or	k	or	g.	And	the	seventh	skeleton	file	is	cap.	Seven	is	a	hard	c	or	a	k.	•	The	letter	assigned	to	the	number	eight	is	f	or	v.	Your	eighth	skeleton	file	is	your	fibula.	Number	eight	is	f	or	v.	•	The	letter
assigned	to	number	nine	is	p	or	b,	p	and	b.	And	your	ninth	skeleton	file	is	ball.	So,	number	nine	is	p	or	b.	•	And	finally,	the	last	skeleton	file	is	actually	number	ten,	but	for	the	purposes	of	this	system,	this	will	represent	the	number	zero.	Zero	is	assigned	to	s	or	z.	Zero	is	the	z	sound.	Now	stop	and	review	your	skeleton	files	and	make	sure	that	you	know
the	sounds	one	through	ten	where	ten	is	actually	representing	zero.	Make	sure	that	you	know	them.	Here	are	a	few	examples	of	how	you	would	use	this	system	to	turn	numbers	into	pictures.	Remember	we	only	add	vowels.	Number	Phonetic	Sound	Picture	Now	you	try:	So,	how	did	you	do?	Does	this	take	some	getting	used	to?	Have	you	ever	turned
numbers	into	pictures	this	way	before?	I	bet	not.	So,	if	it	seems	a	little	bit	unusual	to	you,	don’t	worry	about	it!	However,	you	most	likely	never	have	attempted	before	to	memorize	a	100-digit	number.	Memory	Power	87	1	–	Day	2	–	Knee	3	–	Maa	4	–	Rai	5	–	Law	6	–	Jaw	7	–	Key	8	–	Fee	9	–	Bee	10	–	Dosa	11	–	Daddy	12	–	Don	13	–	Dam	14	–	Door	15	–	Doll,
16	–	Dish,	17	–	Duck	18	–	Deaf	(TV)	19	–	Deep	20	–	Nose	21	–	Net	22	–	Nun	23	–	Neem	24	–	Nehru	25	–	Nail	26	–	Notch	(Naach)	27	–	Neck	28	–	Knife	29	–	Knib	30	–	Mass	(Mice)	31	–	Mat	32	–	Moon	33	–	Mummy	34	–	Mor	(Mary)	35	–	Mall	36	-	Mesh	37	–	Mike	38	–	Movie	Memory	Power	88	39	–	Map	40	–	Rose	41	–	Road	42	–	Run	(Rain)	43	–	Rum	44	–
Roar	(Tiger)	45	–	Rail	46	–	Raja	47	–	Rock	48	–	Roof	49	–	Rope	50	–	Lassi	(Loose)	51	–	Laddu	52	–	Lion	53	–	Lime	54	–	Lorry	55	–	Laila	56	–	Leach	57	–	Lake	58	–	Leaf	59	–	Lab	60	–	Chess	61	–	Jaadu	(Jet)	62	–	John	63	–	Jam	64	–	Jar	65	–	Jail	66	–	Jojo	(Chacha)	67	–	Jockey	68	–	Java	69-	Jeep	70	-	Kiss	71	–	Kite	72	–	Cane	73	–	Cam	74	–	Car	Memory	Power	89
75	–	Coal	76	–	Cash	(Kaju)	77	–	Cake	78	–	Coffee	(Café)	79	–	Cap	80	-	Fuse	81	82	83	84	85	86	87	88	89	90	–	Fat	–	Fan	–	F	M	(Radio)	–	Fire	–	Fool	–	Fish	–	Fog	–	FIFA	(Foot	Ball)	–	VIP	(Abdul	Kalam)	-	Bus	91	-	Bat	92	-	Bun	93	–	P	M	(Prime	Minister)	94	–	Bar	95	–	Ball	96	–	Bush	97	–	Bike	98	–	Puff	99	–	Baba	100	–	Disease	0	–	Zoo,	00	–	Sauce,	01	–	Soda,	02
–	Sun,	03	–	Zoom	(TV)	or	SIM	card,	04	–	Saree,	05	–	Sail,	06	–	Soch	(Thinking	in	Hindi)	or	Suji	(	Name	of	a	girl),	07	–	Sack,	08	–	Sofa,	09	-	Soap	Having	converted	the	numbers	into	pictures.	Imagine,	we	have	to	remember	a	40	digit	number	like	this.	24493278046928621008494111855967072650992	It	is	difficult	to	remember	number	as	such.	We	have
to	break	them	into	2	digits	each.	Convert	the	2	digit	number	into	a	picture.	Make	a	story	and	you	will	have	all	the	numbers	forward	and	back	ward	as	well.	Memory	Power	90	For	example,	let	us	convert	the	above	numbers	into	pictures	24	–	Nehru,	49-Rope,	32	–	Moon,	78	–	Kaif,	04	–	Saree,	69	–	Jeep,	28	–	Knife,	62-John,	100	–	Disease,	84-	Fire,	94	–
Bar,	11Daddy,	18	–	TV,	55-	Laila,	96-	Bush,	70-	Kiss,	72	–	Gun,	65	–	Jail,	09	–	Soap,	92	-	Bun	Using	Visualisation	Method	to	remember	the	words	:	Imagine	Nehur	catching	a	Rope	went	to	Moon.	He	saw	Kaif	wearing	a	Saree.	When	she	shouted,	he	got	into	a	Jeep	and	going	holding	a	Knife	in	hand	John	stopped	and	killed	him.	Nehru	got	Disease	and	John
put	him	under	Fire.	Then	John	went	to	Bar	to	drink.	Your	Daddy	was	watching	TV	there.	John	Saw	Laila	and	Bush	.	..	both	giving	a	Kiss..	John	took	a	Gun	and	fired	at	them	and	he	was	taken	to	Jail.	There	he	took	bath	with	a	Soap	and	had	eaten	Bun	and	Slept.	You	will	be	able	to	recall	all	the	numbers	with	the	above.	Try	for	yourself.	V	Memory	Power
91	CHAPTER-17	MASTERING	NUMBERS	Let	us	go	a	little	more	in	depth	with	phonetics.	The	best	way	to	practice	phonetics	is	every	time	you	hear	a	number,	we	must	turn	the	number	into	a	picture	instantly.	When	you	are	driving	to	work	today	and	you	happen	to	see	Exit	56.	Turn	that	into	a	picture.	Say	to	yourself,	five	is	l,	and	six	is	sh,	so	it’s	a
leash!	Initially,	you	are	going	to	have	to	go	through	the	steps	when	you	want	to	turn	56	into	a	picture.	However,	the	next	time	the	work	is	already	done.	When	I	you	hear	numbers	later,	You	no	longer	be	turning	them	into	a	picture.	You	already	have	the	pictures.	Here	are	thirty	five	pictures	and	you	are	going	to	file	them	to	your	files.	Each	one	of	these
pictures	is	representative	of	a	number.	Set	a	timer	for	five	minutes	for	this	next	exercise.	You	will	memorize	a	seventy	digit	number	in	five	minutes.	Don’t	beat	yourself	up	if	you	don’t	get	them	all	but	let’s	aim	for	it.	1.	2.	3.	4.	5.	6.	7.	8.	9.	10.	11.	12.	13.	14.	15.	16.	17.	Nail	Can	Juice	Moon	Mail	Match	Bus	Tin	Fire	Chef	Mop	Pool	Ship	Dove	Cat	Pipe
Dish	Memory	Power	92	18.	19.	20.	21.	22.	23.	24.	25.	26.	27.	28.	29.	30.	31.	32.	33.	34.	35.	Shin	Tyre	Dish	Jet	Rat	Mom	Foam	Kiss	Rat	Pan	Pack	Nap	Leash	Mall	Jar	File	Leaf	Shack	Now,	stop	and	write	these	words	out	1-35.	You	just	memorized	a	70	digit	number!	Here	it	is:	1.	2.	3.	4.	5.	6.	7.	8.	9.	10.	11.	12.	13.	14.	15.	16.	17.	Nail=25	Can=72
Juice=60	Moon=32	Mail=35	Match=36	Bus=90	Tin=12	Fire=84	Chef=68	Mop=39	Pool=95	Ship=69	Dove=18	Cat=71	Pipe=99	Dish=16	Memory	Power	93	18.	19.	20.	21.	22.	23.	24.	25.	26.	27.	28.	29.	30.	31.	32.	33.	34.	35.	Shin=62	Tyre=14	Fish=86	Jet=61	Rat=41	Mom=33	Foam=83	Kiss=70	Rat=41	Pan=92	Pack=97	Nap=29	Leash=56	Mail=35
Jar=64	File=85	Leaf=58	Shack=67.	How	did	you	do?	Perfect	score?	Did	you	get	close?	This	is	fun,	isn’t	it?	V	Memory	Power	94	Chapter-18	TURNING	NUMBERS	INTO	PICTURES	Turning	numbers	into	pictures	has	many	practical	applications.	It	is	great	for	remembering	phone	numbers,	product	knowledge,	technical	data,	product	codes,	Bank
account	Numbers,	Vehicle	Numbers,	Legal	sections,	Income	Tax,	Historical	years,	Constants,	Boiling	and	Melting	Temperatures,	Heights	and	Distances,	Population,	Areas,	Stocks,	and	more.	Personally	I	have	used	this	method	to	turn	every	number	between	one	and	1000	into	a	picture.	Here	are	my	pictures	for	every	numbers	from	101	up	to	1000!
101.	102.	103.	104.	105.	106.	107.	108.	109.	110.	111.	112.	113.	114.	115.	116.	117.	118.	119.	120.	121.	122.	123.	124.	125.	Test	Tyson	Dasama	graham	Dasara	Diesel	Dosage	Desk	Adhesive	DSP	DTS	TTD	Titan	Tatamma	Daughter	Total	Tataji	Tatikai	HDTV	TDP	Dance	Tent	Thanana	Dynamo	Dinner	Tunnel	Memory	Power	95	126.	127.	128.	129.	130.
131.	132.	133.	134.	135.	136.	137.	138.	139.	140.	141.	142.	143.	144.	145.	146.	147.	148.	149.	150.	151.	152.	153.	154.	155.	156.	157.	158.	159.	160.	161.	162.	163.	164.	Dhanush	Donkey	Tanvi	Thinu	Bhe	Thames	Tomato	Tamanna	Tammi	Tumor	Tamil	Damage	DMK	TMV	Thambi	TRS	Dirty	Tarun	Drum	Thorrur	Dril	Trash	Dark	Trophy	Drop	Atlas	Delta
Italian	Thaalam	Hitler	Dalal	Dalcha	Tilak	DLF	Tulip	Tejas	Dacheda	Touchin	Dishum	Teacher	Memory	Power	96	165.	166.	167.	168.	169.	170.	171.	172.	173.	174.	175.	176.	177.	178.	179.	180.	181.	182.	183.	184.	185.	186.	187.	188.	189.	190.	191.	192.	193.	194.	195.	196.	197.	198.	199.	200.	201.	202.	203.	Doshillu	Tejash	Dachaku	Techchavu	Tea	Shop
Taxi	Ticket	Token	Docomo	Tiger	Tuckloo	Dheeksha	Thokka	Take	off	Tea	Cup	TVS	DVD	Diwaana	Devamma	Deewar	Devil	T	V	Show	Devaki	Toffee	Deaf	Boy	Thapassu	Tibet	Dhabana	Deepam	Dabur	Table	Tippichche	Tobocco	Top-heavy	Tappu	NSS	Nest	Ensign	Nizam	Memory	Power	97	204.	205.	206.	207.	208.	209.	210.	211.	212.	213.	214.	215.	216.
217.	218.	219.	220.	221.	222.	223.	224.	225.	226.	227.	228.	229.	230.	231.	232.	233.	234.	235.	236.	237.	238.	239.	240.	241.	242.	Nazar	Nozzle	Nasichu	Unesco	Unsafe	NZB	Nuts	Na	Hand	out	Nithin	Natyam	NTR	Needle	Natasha	Natak	NTV	Naa	Topi	Onions	Nanda	Ne	Ne	Ne	Nenamma	Nenera	Naa	neellu	Ninja	No	Neck	Naa	Nava	Na	noppa	NIMS
Namitha	Honey	moon	Nee-	ammamma	Anymore	Animal	Namaj	Namak	Naa	Movie	Nimpi	Nurse	North	Neuron	Memory	Power	98	243.	244.	245.	246.	247.	248.	249.	250.	251.	252.	253.	254.	255.	256.	257.	258.	259.	260.	261.	262.	263.	264.	265.	266.	267.	268.	269.	270.	271.	272.	273.	274.	275.	276.	277.	278.	279.	280.	281.	Naram	Ne	Rara	Narial
Energy	New	York	Nerve	Nearby	Nallas	Unload	Nylon	NeeLaM	Nallari	Honolulu	Analogy	Naluka	In	love	NLP	Nachchesa	Nishta	Engine	Nijam	Nachore	Angel	Nishash	Nee	joke	Enni	Chavu	No	shop	Nikes	Naked	Naa	kannu	Income	Naukar	Uncle	Naksha	Nakka	kai	No	GF	New	Cab	New	face	Invade	Memory	Power	99	282.	283.	284.	285.	286.	287.	288.
289.	290.	291.	292.	293.	294.	295.	296.	297.	298.	299.	300.	301.	302.	303.	304.	305.	306.	307.	308.	309.	310.	311.	312.	313.	314.	315.	316.	317.	318.	319.	320.	Uneven	Infamy	Never	Novel	No	wash	Navika	Naa	viva	Nee	veepu	NPS	NBD	One	by	one	New	Poem	Nipur	Nepal	Naa	Pichchi	Naa	Bike	Naa	Bava	Nippu	Moses	Mast	Amazon	Museum	Mysore
Missile	Massage	Mask	Amusive	Misbah	Maths	Muddy	Motton	Madame	Motor	Medal	Match	Medak	Motive	Madappa	Manassu	Memory	Power	100	321.	322.	323.	324.	325.	326.	327.	328.	329.	330.	331.	332.	333.	334.	335.	336.	337.	338.	339.	340.	341.	342.	343.	344.	345.	346.	347.	348.	349.	350.	351.	352.	353.	354.	355.	356.	357.	358.	359.	Mint
Minnu	Manamu	Minar	Munulu	Manishi	Monkey	Munaaf	Mana	abba	MeeMaS	Mamata	Immune	Maa	Mommy	Memory	Maamul	MammaShe	Mimic	Home	Movie	Mamp	MaRS	Maruti	Maranna	Maaram	Mirror	Moral	Mirchi	Mark	MRF	Marupu	Himalayas	Melody	Melon	Milium	Malli	Raa	Malli	Malichi	Milk	My	Life	Mallappa	Memory	Power	101	360.	361.
362.	363.	364.	365.	366.	367.	368.	369.	370.	371.	372.	373.	374.	375.	376.	377.	378.	379.	380.	381.	382.	383.	384.	385.	386.	387.	388.	389.	390.	391.	392.	393.	394.	395.	396.	397.	398.	Machis	Mushti	Machine	Machamma	Major	Michel	My	Josh	Magic	Mojave	My	Job	Miksa	My	kite	Megana	Megamu	Makara	Michael	Moksha	My	cake	My	Guvva	Make-
up	Movies	Moved	Mavan	Move	me	Mover	Muvvalu	My	fish	Mavik	Maffia	Move	up	Ambush	Homeopathy	Maa	bean	Mumpu	Empire	Mobile	Ambush	Maa	Bike	AmBev	Memory	Power	102	399.	400.	401.	402.	403.	404.	405.	406.	407.	408.	409.	410.	411.	412.	413.	414.	415.	416.	417.	418.	419.	420.	421.	422.	423.	424.	425.	426.	427.	428.	429.	430.	431.
432.	433.	434.	435.	436.	437.	Mabbu	Roses	Roast	Rasna	Resume	Razor	Rasalu	Rasa	she	Risk	Erosive	Rosapu	Roots	Rotate	Ratna	Rhythm	Radar	Rattalu	Radish	Radhika	Ruthuvu	Red	bay	Uranus	Rent	Reunion	Uranium	Runner	Urinal	Orange	Rank	Reunify	Rainbow	Arms	Ramudu	Roman	Rummy	Rumour	Air	Mail	You	Are	My	Joy	Remake	Memory	Power
103	438.	Remove	439.	Ramp	440.	Rehearse	441.	Rarity	442.	Air	horn	443.	War	room	444.	Error	445.	Rural	446.	Ra	Rushi	447.	Hierarchy	448.	Rear	view	449.	War	rape	450.	Rules	451.	Reality	452.	Rylon	453.	Realm	454.	Earlier	455.	Rally	456.	Relish	457.	Relic	458.	Relief	459.	Earlap	460.	Reaches	461.	Rigid	462.	Russian	463.	Regime	464.	Raajura
465.	Ritual	466.	Rajaji	467.	Re-Check	468.	Rajeev	469.	Rachapi	470.	Rocks	471.	Racquet	472.	Raa	Kanna	473.	Ragam	474.	Ra	Kheer	475.	Oracle	476.	Rickshaw	Memory	Power	104	477.	478.	479.	480.	481.	482.	483.	484.	485.	486.	487.	488.	489.	490.	491.	492.	493.	494.	495.	496.	497.	498.	499.	500.	501.	502.	503.	504.	505.	506.	507.	508.	509.	510.
511.	512.	513.	514.	515.	Rekka	Raa	Cave	R	Cap	Refuse	Arafat	Raavan	Ravamma	River	Rifle	Ravijee	Aravaku	Ravva	Roofbee	Airbus	Robot	Ribbon	Rape	me	Harbour	Reply	Rubbish	Arabic	Rubify	Rabbi	Lassi	Lust	Liaison	Holism	Loser	Wholesale	Lose	Jai	Alaska	Lie	Sofa	LI	Sabbu	Lotus	Laddu	Laden	Lithium	Ladder	Lethal	Memory	Power	105	516.	Low
Dasha	517.	Ladki	518.	Latheef	519.	Holotype	520.	Lense	521.	Island	522.	Lenin	523.	Whole	name	524.	Linear	525.	Lonely	526.	Lunch	527.	Lung	528.	Lenova	529.	Lineup	530.	Limes	531.	Helmet	532.	Lemon	533.	Le	amma	534.	Almirah	535.	Wholemeal	536.	Ali	-	Mash	537.	Limca	538.	Le	Muvva	539.	Lamb	540.	Lauraus	541.	Lord	542.	Learn	543.
Alarm	544.	Lorry	545.	Liril	546.	Large	547.	Lyric	548.	Larva	549.	Le	Rope	550.	Lillies	551.	Alla	Aata	552.	Laila	Knee	553.	Allam	554.	allari	Memory	Power	106	555.	La	La	La	556.	Lali	Jo	557.	Lolak	558.	Lowlife	559.	Lal	B	560.	Lajjas	561.	Law	Shoot	562.	Lechaanu	563.	Uljim	564.	Lajer	565.	Le	Chelu	566.	Lajja	567.	Logic	568.	Lechava	569.	Low	Job
570.	Locus	571.	Locket	572.	Login	573.	Lakme	574.	Locker	575.	Alcohol	576.	Lokesh	577.	Low	Kick	578.	Luck	Fee	579.	Lock	up	580.	Leaves	581.	Lift	582.	Lavanya	583.	You	love	me	584.	Liver	585.	Lovely	586.	Lavish	587.	Love	Key	588.	Layoff	589.	Lifeboy	590.	Lips	591.	Libido	592.	Le	Bun	593.	Album	Memory	Power	107	594.	595.	596.	597.	598.	599.
600.	601.	602.	603.	604.	605.	606.	607.	608.	609.	610.	611.	612.	613.	614.	615.	616.	617.	618.	619.	620.	621.	622.	623.	624.	625.	626.	627.	628.	629.	630.	631.	632.	Labour	Label	Lip	Job	Lepaku	Loop	View	Ali	Baba	Jesus	Chest	Juice	In	Jayasimha	Juicer	Chisel	Cheese	Show	She	Sick	She	Save	Choose	Bee	Judas	Chitty	Jet	In	Cheat	Me	Jatara	Chaatalu
Judge	Chetak	Show	TV	Joot	Buy	Genius	Chanda	Junnu	Jaanam	Junior	Channel	Change	Janaki	Geneva	Chain	Pi	James	GMT	Gemini	Memory	Power	108	633.	634.	635.	636.	637.	638.	639.	640.	641.	642.	643.	644.	645.	646.	647.	648.	649.	650.	651.	652.	653.	654.	655.	656.	657.	658.	659.	660.	661.	662.	663.	664.	665.	666.	667.	668.	669.	670.	671.	Jimmy
Ja	marri	Shimla	Chamcha	Jamaica	Chum	Va	Shampoo	Jersey	Shirt	Journey	Jai	Ram	Jerry	Cheeralu	Church	Jerk	Sherief	Cherupu	Chillies	Child	Challan	Chalam	Jailor	Jelly	Geology	Chaalak	Chaala	Fee	Chalabba	Chachas	Jo	Jeeta	Shoe	Chain	Jejamma	Shishir	Jejelu	ChachaJi	Jai	Chokka	Jo	Jo	Fee	Jujube	Jokes	Jocket	Memory	Power	109	672.	Jagan	673.
Chew	Gum	674.	Joker	675.	Jackal	676.	Shiksha	677.	Chokka	678.	Jack	Fee	679.	Jokeb	680.	Chess	681.	Shaft	682.	Shaven	683.	Jeevam	684.	Shower	685.	Jovial	686.	Chaavochcha	687.	JFK	688.	Shave	off	689.	Chew	up	690.	Gipsy	691.	Egypt	692.	Japan	693.	Japam	694.	Jabber	695.	Jubilee	696.	Geophagy	697.	Chaapaku	698.	Cheppava	699.	Jubba	700.
Cases	701.	Cost	702.	Casino	703.	Kasam	704.	Keesara	705.	Casette	706.	Kosichchey	707.	Kiosk	708.	Kosovo	709.	Kasab	710.	Guts	Memory	Power	110	711.	712.	713.	714.	715.	716.	717.	718.	719.	720.	721.	722.	723.	724.	725.	726.	727.	728.	729.	730.	731.	732.	733.	734.	735.	736.	737.	738.	739.	740.	741.	742.	743.	744.	745.	746.	747.	748.	749.	Cadet
Kidney	Academy	Khatra	Kotulu	Cottage	Kidki	Codify	Cadapa	Hawkins	Ghanta	Cannon	Kanaka	Canara	Canal	Kanchi	King	Ka	Knife	Canopy	Kamsa	Comedy	Kaman	Kamma	Kumar	Camel	Kamosh	Comic	Kamavo	Comb	Cruise	Cart	Kareena	Karma	Curry	Karalu	Karchu	Crack	Curve	Crab	Memory	Power	111	750.	751.	752.	753.	754.	755.	756.	757.	758.
759.	760.	761.	762.	763.	764.	765.	766.	767.	768.	769.	770.	771.	772.	773.	774.	775.	776.	777.	778.	779.	780.	781.	782.	783.	784.	785.	786.	787.	788.	Close	Cloud	Clone	Kalam	Cooler	Kill	College	Clock	Cliff	Club	Cages	Cash	Tea	Kitchen	Kush	me	Cashier	Kajol	Kajji	Kajak	Khaja	Fee	Gaju	pi	Cuckis	Kokidi	Cocaine	cockmma	Cooker	Kokila	Kagaz	Kakiki
Cow	Cave	Gagappa	Gowse	Gift	Cow	Van	Kaif	M	Cover	Kovela	Kavochchu	GVK	Coffee	fee	Memory	Power	112	789.	Ka	Whip	790.	Cups	791.	Kapati	792.	Cabin	793.	Cape	May	794.	Cobra	795.	Cable	796.	Cabbage	797.	Cubic	798.	Goppa	Fee	799.	Kappa	800.	Faces	801.	V	S	T	802.	Fusion	803.	Veesam	804.	Wiser	805.	Facial	806.	Fuse	Jai	807.	Visaka	808.
Vasavi	809.	Vespa	810.	Fetus	811.	Fadeout	812.	Vatan	813.	Fatima	814.	Water	815.	Vittal	816.	Footage	817.	Vodka	818.	Votive	819.	Vatappa	820.	Venus	821.	Vanita	822.	Funny	823.	Vanam	824.	Vanara	825.	Vennala	826.	Vanish	827.	Vanka	Memory	Power	113	828.	829.	830.	831.	832.	833.	834.	835.	836.	837.	838.	839.	840.	841.	842.	843.	844.	845.
846.	847.	848.	849.	850.	851.	852.	853.	854.	855.	856.	857.	858.	859.	860.	861.	862.	863.	864.	865.	866.	Van	Vee	Vanupu	Famous	Vomit	Famine	Vomma	Vo	Maria	Family	Vamshi	Ivy	Mike	Fame	Fee	Vamp	Varasa	Vaarta	Varun	Varam	Veerr	Virulu	Fresh	Frock	Varevva	Verb	False	Flute	Violin	Flame	Flower	Eye	Full	Flash	Fluke	Valve	Flop	Watches	We
Shoot	Fashion	Vijayam	Vajra	Vishaal	Vijjy	Memory	Power	114	867.	868.	869.	870.	871.	872.	873.	874.	875.	876.	877.	878.	879.	880.	881.	882.	883.	884.	885.	886.	887.	888.	889.	890.	891.	892.	893.	894.	895.	896.	897.	898.	899.	900.	901.	902.	903.	904.	905.	Vaishaki	Vishwa	Vajpayee	Focus	Vokkadu	We	Can	Vacuum	Waqar	Vehicle	Vaksha	Vakka	Fake
fee	Vokkabba	VVS	Off-day	Affine	Of	fame	Fever	Vavula	Five	J	Vivek	Wave-	Off	VVIP	Vibes	Sofa	bed	Weapon	Vamp	Wipro	Viable	Heavy	Bag	Vepaku	VIP	Fee	UFO	Baby	Pizza	Boost	Poison	Payasam	Apsara	Puzzle	Memory	Power	115	906.	907.	908.	909.	910.	911.	912.	913.	914.	915.	916.	917.	918.	919.	920.	921.	922.	923.	924.	925.	926.	927.	928.	929.
930.	931.	932.	933.	934.	935.	936.	937.	938.	939.	940.	941.	942.	943.	944.	Besiege	Basic	Abusive	BSP	Padosi	Buddha	Baton	Badam	Paderu	patalu	Baadshaa	Pataki	Beautify	Beedipee	Pinnis	Pond	Banana	Panama	Panneeru	Panel	Bench	Bank	Banava	Pin-up	Bahamas	Biomat	Ape-man	Bommai	Boomer	Pomulu	Po	Moju	Bamaku	BMF	Bomb	Purse	Bird
Brain	Broom	Borra	Memory	Power	116	945.	946.	947.	948.	949.	950.	951.	952.	953.	954.	955.	956.	957.	958.	959.	960.	961.	962.	963.	964.	965.	966.	967.	968.	969.	970.	971.	972.	973.	974.	975.	976.	977.	978.	979.	980.	981.	982.	983.	Pearl	Brush	Park	Brave	Barbie	Police	Blood	Plane	Palm	Pillar	Billa	Balaji	Palak	Belief	Bulb	Beaches	pachchadi	Pigeon
Pyjama	Pujari	Pichchollu	Bajaj	Push	key	Bachaav	BJP	Box	Packet	Bikini	Paikam	Bakery	Pagal	Pakshi	Bokka	Baaga	Fee	Pick	Up	Obvious	Pivot	Pavan	Bhavam	Memory	Power	117	984.	985.	986.	987.	988.	989.	990.	991.	992.	993.	994.	995.	996.	997.	998.	999.	1000.	Behaviour	Buffallo	Bay	Watch	Bavaki	Puvvu	Beef	up	Pepsi	PPT	Baboon	BBM	Paper	Bible
Bipasha	Po	Bike	Papaiva	Puppy	Oasis	If	you	chose	to	memorize	the	list	provided	in	this	section...Good	on	you!	On	the	other	hand,	pictures	for	numbers	1-100	will	be	great	for	most	applications.	V	Memory	Power	118	Chapter-19	TO-DO	LISTS	AND	ROAD	DIRECTIONS	Why	Remembering	To	Do	things	is	so	difficult?	Remembering	intentions	is	in	fact
much	more	difficult	than	remembering	events	that	have	happened,	and	the	primary	reason	is	the	lack	of	retrieval	cues.	This	is	why,	of	all	memory	tasks,	remembering	to	do	things	relies	most	heavily	on	external	memory	aids.	Notes,	Calendars,	Diaries,	Watch	alarms,	Mobile	alarms,	Oven	timers,	organisers,	laptop	etc.,	In	partial	compensation	for	the
lack	of	effective	retrieval	cues,	planning	memories	are	more	easily	triggered	by	minor	cues.	I	remembered	that	I	am	supposed	to	buy	a	train	ticket	as	I	was	passing	by	a	Railway	station.	When	we	form	a	wish,	we	usually	link	it	either	to	an	event	or	a	time.	But	these	triggered	events	or	times	frequently	fail	to	remind	us	of	our	intention.	Sometimes,	the
trigger,	itself	is	not	distinctive.	To	deal	with	opportunistic	planning,	you	should	try	to	specify	features	of	an	appropriate	opportunity.	I	want	you	to	start	to	file	your	to	do	list	to	your	files.	Start	with	your	top,	always	start	with	number	one.	Whenever	you	go	through	the	process	in	your	day,	use	your	files.	Let’s	say	you	have	five	things	to	do,	and	someone
calls	you	through	the	day	and	says,	“Don’t	forget	to	call	Tom!”	Your	picture	for	Tom	is	a	tom	cat.	So,	you	immediately	file	that	to	your	next	open	file.	When	you	complete	a	task	on	your	files,	change	the	picture	set	it	on	fire,	throw	water	on	it,	or	visualize	a	big	red	checkmark	Remembering	Directions	How	about	directions?	Have	you	stopped	and	asked
somebody	for	directions	and	then	you	don’t	remember	what	the	guy	said?	They’ll	say,	“Go	down	to	MG	Road	and	take	a	left	and	go	two	stop	signs	and	take	a	Memory	Power	119	right.	Go	to	King	Street	and	take	a	left	and	you’re	there.”	You	drive	away	thinking,	“Great!”	and	then	you	can’t	recall	what	they	just	told	you.	This	is	because	right	and	lefts
are	abstract.	Here	is	something	you	can	do	to	recall	directions.	Make	every	right,	Red	in	Colour	and	every	left	..Full	of	Leaves.	U-turn	is	Umbrella.	So	when	someone	says,	“Go	down	to	M	G	Road	and	take	a	left”,	file	Mahatma	Gandhi	covered	with	full	of	Leaves	to	your	first	file.	Then	they	say,	“Go	two	stop	signs	and	make	a	right.”	File	two	stop	signs
and	Red	Colour	to	your	next	file.	Then	when	they	say,	“Go	to	King	Street	and	take	a	left”,	file	king’s	crown	and	a	leaves	to	your	number	three	file.	When	they	say	go	till	Hanuman	Mandir	and	take	a	U	turn.	Imagine	Lord	Hanuman	being	covered	with	an	Umbrella	and	connect	it	to	the	next	file.	What	you’re	doing	is	simply	turning	abstracts	into	pictures.
V	Memory	Power	120	Chapter-20	SYMBOLISATION	METHOD	This	method	of	codification	is	used	to	transform	abstract	nouns	into	visual	images.	An	abstract	noun	can	have	several	visual	representations	in	your	mind.	Choose	the	image	that	suits	you	best	Memorising	Abstract	Words	Let	us	imagine	we	have	to	remember	the	following	words	:	Cold
Warm	Illness	Eternity	Separation	Infinity	Autumn	Winter	Summer	There	are	no	images	for	such	words.	In	such	a	case	we	have	to	choose	an	appropriate	word	/	image	/	symbol	for	such	abstract	words.	You	must	choose	an	image	that	is	handy	for	you	to	memorise.	Most	often,	as	the	image	that	was	first	to	appear	in	your	brain	should	be	taken	as	the
image	to	choose.	If	you	find	it	difficult	to	choose	an	image	to	suit	a	word,	it	means,	you	do	not	understand	the	word,	and	it’s	meaning	to	you	is	not	clear.	For	example,	let	us	look	at	the	words	above	Cold	–	Ice	Warm	–	hot	water	Illness	–	Thermometer	Eternity	–	Egyptian	pyramids	Separation	–	Train	Infinity	-	“	Autumn	–	Leaves	Memory	Power	121
Winter	–	Snow	Summer	-	Skates	Associate	the	symbols	with	abstract	words	and	memorise	chosen	images.	When	you	recollect	the	images	to	test	yourself,	write	down	the	original	word.	Try	and	memorise	the	following	abstract	words:	Set	I	Pain,	Richness,	Sadness,	Poverty,	Separation,	Space,	Time,	Philosophy,	Love,	Friendship,	Fun,	Eternity,	Cold,
Spring,	Jealousy,	Trouble,	Luck	Set	II	Accuracy,	Nonsense,	Rage,	Attention,	Pride,	Speed,	Tenderness,	Politeness,	Heat,	Humidity,	To	Run,	To	Look,	To	Admire,	To	Enjoy,	To	Trust,	Reflection,	Hatred,	Diligence,	Carelessness	We	must	convert	the	above	abstract	words	to	meanings	that	come	to	you	instantly.	Memorise	them	using	visualization	method.
When	you	recall,	we	must	pause	for	a	second	and	get	the	actual	word	instead	of	the	memorised	word.	Subject	Names	For	example,	we	would	like	to	remember	some	subject	names,	then	we	should	take	the	images	that	come	instantly	when	we	think	about	those	subjects.	Such	as	:	Mathematics	–	Graph	History	–	Napolean	Drawing	–	Paint	Music	–	Flute
Geometry	–	Compass	English	–	William	Shakespeare	Literature	–	Book	Gym	Class	–	Weights	Memory	Power	122	Chapter-21	CONSONANCE	METHOD	Any	words	that	do	not	evoke	visual	images	in	your	mind	can	be	coded	by	consonance.	i.e.	by	other	words.	Similar	in	the	way	they	sound	(but	bringing	visual	images)	and	convenient	for	memorising.
Factor	–	Tractor	Kub	–	Cuba	Ricca	–	Pizza	Fian	–	Fan	Transform	the	words	into	visual	images	using	the	method	of	codifying	by	consonance.	Memorise	the	perceived	images	using	visualization	method.	When	recalling	images,	write	down	the	original	words.	You	do	not	have	to	memorise	their	meaning,	you	only	have	to	reproduce	the	words	with	their
correct	spelling.	Can	you	convert	the	words	into	some	images:	Slate	Dool	Marc	Sat	Kano	Peir	Arsc	Pind	Roys	Bys	Zoor	Word	Ded	Virs	Tabli	Memory	Power	123	When	you	memorise	using	this	method,	you	need	to	focus	on	the	goal	of	memorization.	The	is	not	just	recall	some	words,	but	also	recall	their	correct	spelling.	Thus	when	you	use	“pizza”	to
memorise	“rizza”	not	to	yourself	that	you	need	to	change	the	first	letter.	Try	to	pronounce	it	“rizza”	while	looking	at	some	image	of	“pizza”	in	your	mind.	When	everything	is	memorised,	do	the	control	recall,	if	something	is	missing,	memorise	again.	V	Memory	Power	124	Chapter-22	MEMORISING	SYLLABLES	Syllables	are	normally	meaningless.	For
Example,	we	have	to	remember	below	syllablies	Cam,	Cal	Kni	Sur	Nic	Mag	We	have	to	create	a	word	from	a	Syllable	:	Cam	–	CAMera	Cal	–	CALculator	Kni	–	KNIfe	Sur	–	SURat	Nic	–	NICotine	MAG	-	Magic	In	this	method,	you	have	to	select	a	word	with	the	first	3	consonant	letter	that	match	the	memorised	combination	of	letters.	The	images	should	be
convenient	for	memorising.	Can	you	try	and	memorise	the	following	words	:	PRT,	TBL,	SPN,	CMP,	CLN,	RMT,	SPK,	TRN,	SCR,	BLC,	MTR,	SCN,	DCT,	SFT,	PNS,	VGN,	MRR,	CHR,	LMP,	LPH,	SNC,	CHC,	SMT	Look	at	the	following	solution	of	the	above	words:	PRiNt,	TaBLe,	SpooN,	CoMPuter,	Clean,	RooMmate,	Speak,	TRaiN,	SCRew,	BLoCk,	MeTer,
SCaN,	DoCTor,	SoFT,	PlaNS,	VirGiN,	MiRroR,	CHaiR,	LaMP,	LooP	Hole,	SNatCh,	CHeCk,	SMarT	Pl	do	the	above	exercise,	check	if	you	can	get	the	exact	syllables,	when	you	recall.	Memory	Power	125	Chapter-23	MEMORISING	MONTHS	AND	DAYS	Months	We	have	12	months	in	a	year.	And	many	at	times,	we	have	to	remember	the	specific	months
that	some	body	was	born,	or	an	event	took	place	or	in	Historical	Data.	We	know	how	to	convert	the	years	into	images	using	Phonetic	method,	but	when	it	comes	to	months.	We	get	stuck.	Most	of	us	don’t	really	know	what	to	do.	Here	is	the	clue	for	memorising	months.	I	have	developed	following	Codes	for	different	months;	January	–	New	Year	party	–
Imagine	celebration	February	–	Valentine’s	Day	–Imagine	Roses	March	–	Planet	Mars	April	–	April	Fool	–	Imagine	a	joke	in	a	circus	May	–	May	Day	–	Imagine	a	labourer	June	–	School	starting	–	Imagine	school	July	–	First	unit	test	–	Imagine	writing	an	exam	August	–	Independence	Day	–	Indian	Flag	September	–	Foot	Ball	–	In	September	playing	a	Foot
Ball	October	–	Octopus	November	–	Children	day	–	Imagine	a	Child	December	–	Christmas	–	Imagine	Jesus	Christ	We	have	to	imagine	the	pictures	above,	in	case,	you	can	replace	them	with	something	more	meaningful	to	you	or	personal	or	involving	something	emotional..	please	replace	them	with	your	pictures.	Days	There	are	seven	days	in	a	week.
What,	if	someone	asks	you	to	remember	the	days?	Memory	Power	126	Imagine	you	had	been	to	some	place	on	a	particular	day	or	an	event	happened	on	a	week	day.	As	of	now,	it	is	difficult	to	remember	these	days.	But	read	below	:	The	way	we	have	developed	codes	for	the	months,	we	can	also	develop	codes	for	the	days	as	well.	Monday	–	Monitor
(Imagine	a	computer	monitor)	or	going	to	OFFICE	Tuesday	–	Toast	–	Toastmasters	public	speaking	speech	Wednesday	–	Wood	–	Imagine	a	lovely	Forest	Thursday	–	Thermometer	Friday	–	Fruit	–	Imagine	an	orange	fruit	Saturday	–	Star	Fish	Sunday	–	Holiday	–	Imagine	snow	or	going	for	a	picnic.	V	Memory	Power	127	Chapter-24	MEMORISING
LETTERS	From	A	to	Z	–	many	times,	in	a	vehicle	registration	numbers	or	Legal	Sub	sections,	Indian	Penal	Code,	or	the	constitution	articles	..	sometimes	the	letters	A	to	Z	come	in	between.	For	such	a	thing,	we	have	to	simply	use	the	letters	to	pictures,	that	we	learnt	in	child	hood.	This	is	discussed	in	depth	in	Alphabet	Method	Earlier.	The	codes	will
be	as	follows	:	A	B	C	D	E	F	GH	I	J	K	L	MNOP	QR	S	T	U	V	WX	Y	Z	-	Aeroplane	Balloon	Car	Dog	Elephant	Fire	Goat	Head	or	a	Heater	Ink	pot	Jack	fruit	Knife	Laddu	Monkey	News	paper	Oil	Post	Box	Queen	Railway	Station	Shoe	Telephone	Umbrella	Velvet	Water	X	–	mas	Tree	Yellow	Chalk	piece	Zoo	or	Zebra	Memory	Power	128	Chapter-25
REINFORCING	AND	REVIEWING	The	two	key	techniques	to	accelerate	your	learning	are	Reinforcing,	and	Reviewing.	Reinforcing	5	to	10	minutes	after	you	have	learnt	something	(say	right	after	you	have	had	a	lesson),	you	should	write	down	what	you	just	learnt.	This	reinforces	the	learning,	and	improves	how	well	you	will	recall	it	later.	If	you	don’t
do	this,	the	lesson	will	quickly	fade	from	your	memory.	You	won’t	forget	everything,	but	you	won’t	remember	anywhere	near	as	much	as	you	would	by	writing	down	some	quick	notes.	You	DON’T	have	to	write	an	encyclopedia.	Sometimes	just	a	single	word	will	do.	No-one	understands	you	better	than	you	do!	Which	bit	of	the	lesson	did	you	struggle
with?	Which	bit	do	you	think	you’ll	have	trouble	remembering?	Write	THAT	down!	Don’t	worry	about	it	being	100%	accurate	either.	If	you	learnt	something	new,	but	you	can’t	exactly	remember	it,	just	write	it	down	the	best	you	can.	You	can	always	fix	it	later	if	you	need	to.	Writing	down	something	wrong	is	better	than	not	writing	down	anything	at
all.	Reviewing	You	should	skim	over	your	notes	periodically.	How	often	is	up	to	you,	but	I	find	that	once	a	week	works	well	for	me.	The	better	you	know	the	material	the	less	often	you	have	to	review	it.	Things	from	a	year	ago	may	only	need	reviewing	every	3	months,	but	something	hard	that	you	only	just	learnt	may	need	reviewing	every	day	until	you
start	to	really	understand	it.	Memory	Power	129	It’s	also	worth	reviewing	right	before	a	lesson.	If	you	are	anything	like	me,	you	spend	the	first	5-10	minutes	of	any	lesson	trying	to	remember	where	you	were	up	to	in	the	previous	lesson.	By	doing	a	quick	review	before	hand,	you	can	get	up	to	speed	before	the	lesson,	and	hit	the	ground	running.	You
won’t	waste	any	of	your	time	during	the	lesson	playing	catch-up.	Tools	for	Reinforcing	and	Reviewing	Stated	below	are	some	best	tools	for	reinforcing	and	reviewing	Paper-Based	This	is	the	simplest	option.	Just	buy	a	little	notebook,	and	write	into	it.	Use	a	page	per	subject.	The	biggest	disadvantages	to	this	option	are	that	you	can’t	edit,	and	you	can’t
search.	Despite	the	disadvantages,	this	is	still	a	good	option,	and	definitely	worth	considering	if	you	don’t	have	access	to	a	computer.	Word-Processor	This	option	requires	a	computer.	Just	use	any	standard	word-	processor	(even	Microsoft	notepad	would	do),	and	type	your	notes	into	it.	You	may	want	to	have	different	subjects	in	different	files,
otherwise	the	file	will	get	very	long.	This	option	has	advantages	over	paper,	because	you	can	edit	what	you	have	written,	and	you	can	search.	The	biggest	disadvantage	is	that	it	isn’t	very	organized.	You	either	end	up	with	one	big	file,	or	lots	of	files	scattered	around	all	over	the	place.	Improve	Memory	Up	To	10	Times	I’m	going	to	give	you	some	hints
how	to	use	memory	techniques	to	make	things	easier	to	remember.	I	will	only	explain	each	thing	in	one	sentence	just	to	give	you	general	idea.	When	you	use	memory	techniques	you	completely	eliminate	rote	memory.	No	rote	memory	is	needed	-	only	imagination.	The	best	part	-	remembering	things	with	memory	techniques	is	interesting	and	you	have
extra	motivation	to	do	so.	Memory	Power	130	Remembering	shopping	lists	or	long	list	of	items	with	memory	techniques	is	a	breeze.	What	you	need	to	do	is	associate	each	item	with	the	next	one	in	the	list.	You	need	to	associate	the	two	items	in	some	unusual	way	that	stays	in	your	mind.	Repetition	The	second	is	Repetition.	This	is	a	very	simple
technique	and	probably	the	one	most	used	to	remember	something.	However	-	look	closely	at	what	you’re	really	doing	when	you	are	repeating	something.	You	are	forcing	yourself	to	focus	attention	on	something.	That	is	one	of	the	most	important	steps	in	memorization.	You	forget	most	things	simply	because	you	didn’t	remember	them	in	the	first
place.	Story	Telling	Storytelling	is	another	method.	The	Greeks	were	great	for	this	-	remember	the	story	of	Narcissus	and	Echo.	They	would	take	phenomena	from	every	day	like	and	create	a	story	around	it.	By	creating	a	story	they	are	forcing	your	attention	(see	how	important	that	is)	plus	they	are	creating	a	link	mechanism	which	I	just	mentioned
above.	All	good	memory	techniques	play	off	each	other	and	use	the	brain’s	natural	memory	ability.	Remember	-	these	are	techniques,	not	tricks!	Rhyming	-	Rhyming	is	another	technique.	Admittedly	it	takes	some	creative	energy	and	a	talent	for	forming	rhymes,	but	if	you	have	that	ability	it	is	a	very	good	way	to	remember	things.	The	rhyme	can	have
a	story	as	well.	Linking	The	last	method	is	by	Linking	-	linking	one	item	to	something	you	already	know.	Remember	how	memory	works.	How	often	a	smell	can	bring	back	the	memory	of	a	certain	afternoon	a	long	time	ago.	Linking	or	association	is	a	way	that	was	devised	to	utilize	the	way	memory	naturally	works.	You’re	not	forcing	it	-	it’s	something
you	do	naturally.	Memory	Power	131	Chapter-26	MEMORISING	CALENDAR	05	January	1965	–	which	day?	Now	we	have	to	fall	back	on	the	Calendar	or	we	have	to	get	onto	the	Internet	or	check	our	Mobile.	But,	you	don’t	have	to	do	this	anymore.	To	tell	any	day	from	the	date,	we	need	to	know	the	date,	month	and	year.	Once	these	three	are	given	we
will	be	able	to	instantly	tell	the	day	using	the	following	method,	which	I	use.	There	are	two	parts	to	the	whole	Calendar	memorization.	First	Part	–	Calculation	using	a	formula.	Second	part	is	Memory.	Procedure	to	calculate	the	day	for	the	date:	Day	code	+	Moth	Code+	Year	Code	=	Total/7	Find	out	the	Remainder,	If	the	Remainder	is	……………………	1
Sunday,	2	Monday,	3	Tuesday,	4	Wednesday,	5	Thursday,	6	Friday,	0	Saturday	In	case,	when	we	add	the	Date	code,	Month	code	and	the	Year	code,	if	we	get	the	total	as	1,2,	3,	4,	5,	6	(less	than	7),	then	we	don’t	divide	by	7.	We	must	take	the	total	itself	as	the	remainder	and	we	can	simply	tell	the	day,	using	the	above	formula.	For	the	leap	year	–	Only
for	the	months	of	January	and	February	(01	Jan	to	29	Feb)	–	we	need	to	reduce	one	day	from	the	answer.	i.e	if	you	Memory	Power	132	get	the	answer	Monday	–	the	actual	day	will	be	Sunday.	Means,	the	actual	answer	will	be	the	day	previous	to	the	answer	we	calculate.	Memorising	the	Codes	:	Date	code	:	Date	itself.	Month	Code	:	January	–	1	May	–	2
September	–	6	February	–	4	June	–	5	October	–	1	March	–	4	July	–	0	November	–	4	April	–	0	August	–	3	December	-	6	Year	Code	:	(Standard	Century	from	1901	–	2000)	1901	–	1	1921	–	5	1941	–	2	1961	–	6	1981	-	3	1902	–	2	1922	–	6	1942	–	3	1962	-	0	1982	-	4	1903	–	3	1923	–	0	1943	–	4	1963	–	1	1983	–	5	1904	–	5	1924	–	2	1944	–	6	1964	-	3	1984	–	0	1905
–	6	1925	–	3	1945	–	0	1965	–	4	1985	–	1	1906	–	0	1926	–	4	1946	–	1	1966	–	5	1986	–	2	1907	–	1	1927	-	5	1947	–	2	1967	–	6	1987	–	3	1908	–	3	1928	–	0	1948	–	4	1968	–	1	1988	–	5	1909	–	4	1929	–	1	1949	–	5	1969	–	2	1989	–	6	1910	–	5	1930	–	2	1950	–	6	1970	–	3	1990	–	0	1911	–	6	1931	–	3	1951	–	0	1971	–	4	1991	–	1	Memory	Power	133	1912	–	1	1932	–	5
1952	–	2	1972	–	6	1992	–	3	1913	–	2	1933	–	6	1953	–	3	1973	–	0	1993	–	4	1914	–	3	1934	–	0	1954	–	4	1974	–	1	1994	–	5	1915	–	4	1935	–	1	1955	–	5	1975	–	2	1995	–	6	1916	–	6	1936	–	3	1956	–	0	1976	–	4	1996	–	1	1917	–	0	1937	–	4	1957	–	1	1977	–	5	1997	–	2	1918	–	1	1938	–	5	1958	–	2	1978	–	6	1998	–	3	1919	–	2	1939	–	6	1959	–	3	1979	-	0	1999	–	4	1920	-
4	1960	–	5	1980	-	2	2000	-	6	1940	-	1	2001–0,	2002–1,	2003–2,	2004–4,	2005–5,	2006–6,	2007-0,	20082,	2009-3,	2010-4,	2011-5,	2012	–	0,	2013	–	1,	2014-	2,	2015	–	3,	2016-	5,	2017	–	6,	2018	–	0,	2019	–	1,	2020	-	3	Centuries	Code:	1901	–	2000	–	Standard	Century	;	for	example	1901	-	x	2001	-	onwards	–	subtract	1	from	standard	century	(2001	=	x-1)
1800	–	Add	2	to	the	standard	century	(1801	=	x+2)	1700	–	Add	4	to	the	standard	century	(1701	=	x+4)	1600	–	Add	6	to	the	standard	century	(1601	=	x+6)	Exercise	:	1.	05	January	1965	5+1+4=10/7	=	Remainder	3	(Tuesday)	2.	Namrata	Date	of	Birth	:	17	May	1996	17+2+1=20/7	=	Remainder	6	(Friday)	3.	Siddharth	Date	of	Birth	:	18	Jan	1999
18+1+4=23/7=	Remainder	2	(Monday)	Memory	Power	134	Can	you	also	calculate	and	find	out	your	Birthday,	Wedding	Day	or	any	other	day?	Is	it	coming	correct	!	Great	!!	Note:	This	would	need	some	practice.	For	perfecting	this	technique,	you	may	attend	my	Practical	“Train	Your	Brain”	Memory	Workshop.	Look	out	for	the	program	in	your	town,
else	call	us	on	our	contact	numbers	or	send	us	mail	to	know	the	details	V	Memory	Power	135	Chapter-27	100%	USAGE	OF	BRAIN	The	human	brain	weighs	around	1.4	kilograms.	It	is	about	2	percent	of	the	total	body	weight	but	it	uses	20	percent	of	the	oxygen	that	is	used	by	the	entire	body	while	at	rest.	Most	of	the	brain	cells	are	present	from	birth
and	so	the	increase	in	weight	comes	from	the	growth	of	these	cells.	During	the	first	six	years	of	a	person’s	life,	he	learns	and	acquires	new	behavior	patterns	at	the	fastest	rate	in	life.	If	we	were	meant	to	do	manual	tasks	with	one	finger,	we	would	NOT	have	been	born	with	then	fingers.	If	we	were	meant	to	use	only	little	percent	of	our	brain	cells	to
lead	a	happy	life,	we	would	not	have	been	born	with	10	times	as	much	to	use.	In	fact,	man	(Homo	Sapiens)	is	the	only	creature	on	earth	that	does	not	use	its	100	percent	brain	capacity.	Dolphins	have	about	the	same	neural	capacity	as	man,	yet	they	live	as	intelligent,	fun	loving	and	harmonious	creatures	with	their	environment.	They	use	their
complete	brains,	not	just	a	fraction.	Is	it	too	much	of	an	imaginative	stretch	to	assume	that	the	more	you	use	your	brain	capacity,	the	more	harmonious	your	life	could	be?	So,	in	other	words,	we	are	creatures	that	are	designed	just	as	perfectly	as	every	other	creature	on	earth,	but	we	are	just	not	using	all	the	potential	available	to	us	like	all	other
creatures.	Why?	Could	it	be	that	we	no	longer	know	HOW	to	connect	to	our	“energy	source”	like	all	other	creatures?	Or	is	that	we	don’t	care	to	make	the	free	CHOICE	to	do	so?	Free	will	is	such	a	confusing	thing	to	10	percent	brain	users	controlled	by	“Knee-jerk”	desires	of	the	body!	Regardless	of	the	reason	for	the	brain	neglect,	it’s	the	“Use	it	or
Lose	it”	axiom	at	work	here,	because	average	human	beings	are	losing	over	100,000	brain	cells	every	day	due	to	disuse	or	misuse.	The	more	a	person	neglects	using	his	brain	potential,	the	more	his	condition	is	likely	to	worsen.	Is	there	any	wonder	why	the	diseases	such	as	Alzheimer’s,	Dementia,	senility,	Parkinson’s	and	other	brain	disorders	are
increasing	every	day?	Memory	Power	136	What	is	the	solution?	Can	we	really	use	100	percent	of	our	brains	and	improve	the	quality	of	our	lives?	Of	course	we	can.	Instead	of	having	memory	loss,	we	can	become	memory	wizards.	Going	through	this	book	and	practicing	these	memory	techniques	is	the	first	step	in	that	direction.	Practice,	practice,
practice	Practice	is	the	key	to	mastering	a	skill.	One	of	the	critical	aspects	is	assuredly	the	fact	that,,	with	practice,	the	demands	on	your	attention	get	smaller	and	smaller.	Interestingly,	there	appears	to	be	no	mental	limit	to	the	improvement	you	gain	from	practice.	Your	physical	condition	limits	how	much	improvement	you	can	make	to	a	practical
skill,	but	a	cognitive	skill	will	continue	to	improve	as	long	as	you	keep	practicing.	V	Memory	Power	137	Chapter-28	HAPPY	NOTE	One	thing	that	all	of	us	need	to	remember	is	that	memory	is	not	just	about	techniques	and	methods	but	it	has	a	lot	to	do	with	self-confidence.	If	you	feel	that	you	can	do	it,	you	will	be	able	to	do	it.	There	is	nothing	special
about	improving	memory	–	anyone	can	do	it.	What	one	needs	to	remember	is	tha	a	consistent	and	sincere	effort	made	towards	any	selfimprovement	finally	pays	off.	Insincere	and	half-hearted	attempts,	which	end	within	few	weeks,	do	not	make	much	difference.	There	are	no	short	cuts	or	instant	cures	for	anything	in	this	world.	It	is	only	persistence
that	works.	Anything	is	possible	if	you	want	to	do	it.	Memory	improvement	is	just	a	small	drop	in	the	ocean	of	self-improvement.	But	it	is	that	drop,	which	is	very	significant,	because	it	can	change	your	entire	life	in	terms	of	money,	status,	knowledge,	relationship	improvement	and	horde	of	other	things.	So	tighten	your	belts,	and	get	to	work.	And	don’t
give	up	if	you	don’t	see	significant	results	within	few	weeks.	The	results	will	become	visible	over	a	period	of	time.	Just	keep	at	it	!	If	you	have	read	up	to	here,	then	congratulations!	You	are	the	ten	percent	that	have	succeeded	in	reading	the	whole	book.	Your	hard	work	to	improve	your	brain	memory	will	be	paid	off	and	you	can	now	remember	your
things	easily.	Remember	to	keep	practicing	and	challenging	your	memory	and	you	will	marvel	at	the	results.	V	Memory	Power	138	CONTACTING	US	Dear	Reader,	If	you	have	enjoyed	reading	the	book,	feel	free	to	send	us	feedback.	On	the	other	hand,	if	you	feel	I	have	left	something	important	out,	I	would	still	love	to	hear	from	you.	We	would	also	like
to	find	out	if	this	book	has	inspired	you	to	take	any	practical	steps	in	your	day-to-day	life	in	improving	your	memory.	You	may	also	contact	me	for	practical	training	on	Memory	for	you	or	for	your	children.	You	may	also	get	in	touch	with	me	for	any	practical	videos,	online	trainings,	counseling	sessions	and	motivational	programs.	I	can	be	reached	at	my
mail:	[email	protected]	or	my	website	www.jayasimha.in	or	on	my	face	book	page	:	Jayasimha	Squadron	Leader	Squadron	Leader	Jayasimha	Guinness	World	Record	Holder	Memory	Maestro,	Trainer,	Motivational	Speaker	E-mail:	[email	protected]	Website:	www.jayasimha.in	V	Memory	Power	139	Squadron	Leader	Jayasimha	Squadron	Leader
Jayasimha	is	the	India’s	leading	trainer	in	Memory	and	Soft	skills.	He	is	the	only	Indian	to	hold	maximum	Guinness	Records	in	the	world.	He	has	21	years	of	rich	experience	in	the	field	of	Education,	Training	and	Development	in	the	Indian	Air	Force.	He	had	won,	“Sword	of	Honour”	from	President	Sri	R	Venkat	Raman	for	standing	first	in	the	Pilots’
Training	at	Air	Force	Academy.	He	had	received	many	Awards	/	Medals	including	“Chief	of	Air	Staff	Commendation”	for	his	exemplary	service	in	the	Indian	Air	Force.	He	is	also	the	Graduate	of	Prestigious	“Defence	Services	Staff	College	(DSSC)”,	Wellington.	Holds	the	Guinness	World	Record	for	remembering	200	random	objects,	doubling	the	then
existing	record	on	28	Dec	2005.	He	had	entered	into	Guinness	Records	for	the	second	time	for	lecturing	non-stop	for	120	hours	on	personality	development	concepts	from	23	to	28	March	2007.	The	third	record	in	Photo	Flash	Memory	was	for	recollecting	20	names	and	dates	of	birth	in	two	minutes	on	27	Jan	2008.	The	fourth	record	was	for	typing
English	Alphabet	in	just	5.03	seconds,	showcasing	the	brain	and	finger	movement	co-ordination	on	22	July	2010.	He	had	made	another	Guinness	World	Record	for	giving	2436	Hugs	in	one	hour	on	29	Sep	2012.	He	is	presently	the	Chairman	of	National	Memory	Council	of	India	(NMCI).	He	had	been	conducting	National	Memory	Championships	every
year	in	India	so	as	to	showcase	India’s	brain	power	to	the	world	and	also	to	encourage	raw	talent.	Through	his	innovative	Memory	Techniques	he	had	trained	more	than	2,90,000	Students/	Teachers/Professionals	and	House	wives	on	memory	and	soft	skills	in	India	and	abroad.	He	had	featured	in	“Fear	Factor	Extreme	–	Khatron	ki	Kiladi”	(Reality	TV
Show	on	Colours	TV	channel)	at	South	Africa	with	actors	Akshay	Kumar	and	Puja	Bedi.	He	had	also	acted	in	a	Telugu	Films,	“Broker”,	“Billa	–	Ranga”	and	“Happy	Days	Returns”.	He	had	featured	in	many	Television	Channels	and	in	various	Newspaper	articles.	140	Memory	Power	He	is	a	specialist	in	outbound/	team	building	programs	–	the
showcasing	of	which	was	seen	on	the	TV	reality	show,	“Champion	of	Champions”	on	NTV	and	Vanita	Channel.	He	is	the	founder	president	of	Vision	Toastmasters	in	Hyderabad.	Presently	the	Managing	Director	of	Jayasimha	Mind	Dynamics,	Hyderabad,	which	is	India’s	Premier	Training	Outfit	conducting	soft	skills	programs	/motivational	seminars/
Memory	training	/	outbound	activities	in	India	and	abroad.	Education	Qualifications		M	B	A	(HR)		M	S	in	Counseling	&	Psychotherapy		M	Sc	(Applied	Psychology)		M	Sc	(Mathematics)		M	Sc	(Defence	&	Strategic	Analysis)		M	Stats	(from	ISI	Calcutta)		ACS		AMIE	(Mechanical	Engineering)		B	Ed		Diplomas	-	Training	and	Development	(ISTD),	Leadership
and	Behavioural	Sciences,	Customs	and	Central	Excise		PG	Diploma	in	International	Business	Operations	Memory	Power	141	Author:		“Train	Your	Brain”	-	#1	Best	selling	book	on	Memory	and	study	skills	for	students		“Life	Will	Never	be	the	Same	Again”	–	A	self	improvement	book		“Asadhyam	Nunch	Sadhyaniki	(Impossible	to	Possible	–	in	Telugu)	–	a
book	in	Telugu	to	enhance	personal	excellence				“Get	That	Dream	Job”	–	a	practical	guide	to	writing	resumes,	attending	Interviews	&	Group	Discussions		“Simply	the	Best”	Book	on	Self	Esteem	and	enhancing	self	confidence		“Man	–	Woman	Magic”	Book	on	husband	–	wife	relationships		“Mom	&	Dad”,	a	book	on	art	of	parenting.	You	can	contact	the
author	for	any	practical	training	on	Memory,	Personality	Development,	Motivation,	to	watch	his	videos,	TV	shows,	personal	counseling,	Online	Trainings	or	invite	him	for	a	training	session	or	speaking	assignment.	Squadron	Leader	Jayasimha	Managing	Director	-	Jayasimha	Mind	Dynamics	E-mail	:	[email	protected]	Website:	www.jayasimha.in
Facebook	page	:	Jayasimha	Squadron	Leader	Memory	Power	142
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